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( i . 
PREFACE 
Although the famous Wedderbura theorem on coounuta-
t i v i t y of f i n i t e d iv is ion r ings was es tabl ished in ear ly 
twent ie th century* ye t i t was during the pas t four decades 
t h a t s t r ik ing r e s u l t s concerning with condit ions which, when 
imposed on a ring* render the r ing coamutative or almost 
commutative, were obtained. The s t ruc tu re theory for r ings 
as developed a f t e r 1 9 ^ accelerated the progress of the 
subject which was e a r l i e r r e s t r i c t e d due t o the lack of 
cance l la t ion property i n general c l a s s of r ings . Besides 
mathematicians l i k e Amitsur, Baer, Braur, Cartan, Fai th , 
Jacobson, Kaplansky, Mc Coy and Levitzki t h i s study has 
a t t r a c t e d a wide c i r c l e of Algebraists — to mention a fewj 
Herstein, Nakayama, Yaqiib, Chacron, Luh, Kezlan, Ligh, 
JJLchtman, Richox, Be l l , Tominaga among many more. The 
present thes i s e n t i t l e d A study of some polynomial i d e n t i t i e s 
which imply commutativity for rings'* i s a pa r t of my research 
work i n t h i s d i rec t ion car r ied out during the past f ive years . 
The material of the thes i s has been arranged i n to f ive 
chapters . Chapter 1 i s a general in t roduct ion consis t ing of 
some basic not ions , re levant de f in i t ions and itaportant known 
r e s u l t s , which a re used in the subseqaemt chapters . No 
attempt i s however made to give d e t a i l s or to include the 
proofs of the well-known r e s u l t s . 
( I I ) 
Chapter 2 contains some simpXe ccxmoutatlvlty conditlcns 
for assoc ia t ive r ings and could be t rea ted as Introductloc) to 
tile sutoject. The main focus i s en some of those i d e n t i t i e s 
which imply conimutatlvlty through elementary s u b s t i t u t i o n s . 
Included are the i d e n t i t i e s (1) (xy)^ =. JQT x, 
( i i ) Cx,yj2 . [x2 ,y2] , ( i u ) (xoy)^ . x^oy^, ( iv ) [x ,y2 ] - [x2 ,y ] , 
(v) xoy^ » xroy and (v i ) [xP.y**] » o, Xxk Chapter 5, we 
inves t iga t e the commutativity of semi prime r ings under c e r t a i n 
hypotheses* This chapter f a l l s na tu ra l ly i n to two p a r t s . The 
f i r s t pa r t comprising sect ion 3.2 - 3 .4 , contains the r e s u l t s 
whose development depend aiainly on the material of Chapter 2, 
exploi t ing the ' Centre* of the r ing . Ln th&i^ paper [61] 
Johnsen, Outcalt and Yaqub establ ished tha t a r ing with unity 
1 sa t i s fy ing x[y,xy] " o must be commutative. We replace the 
i d e n t i t y of the mentioned r e s u l t by x(yoxy) and inves t iga te 
the commutativity of semi pz*ime r ings in sect ion 3 . ^ while a 
theorem of a e l l [ l l j motivates to obtain the main r e s u l t of 
sect ion 3.6 which s t a t e s as follows : If i n a semi prime ring 
R there ex i s t s a pos i t i ve in teger n > 1 such tha t 
[3<r,y] • [x,y^] e Z(R) for it « n, n+1, then R i s commutative. 
I t i s well-known tha t Boolean condi t ion, namely 
XT • X for each r ing element x forces commutativity. Thus 
i n a Boolean r ing R, (,xy) • aqr and (xy)*' » yx hold for a l l 
x,y e R. But there ex i s t non-Boolean r ings sa t i s fy ing above 
i d e n t i t i e s 4 In Chapter h, we discuss the commutativity of 
( i l l ) 
thase l a r g e r c lasses of r ings . Section 4.2 and 4.5 deal 
with the commutativity of semi prime r ings sa t i s fy ing 
(3cy)" « yx a 2(R). In the l a s t sec t ion we extend the study 
t o the assoc ia t ive r ing with uni ty imposing to rs ion coi»iition 
on addi t ive abel ian group of the r ing . The r e s u l t s obtained 
i n t h i s chapter must be looked as extensions of the famous 
Jacobson theorem (Proposi t ion 1.5.3) and tine c l a s s i c a l 
theoj^em of Wedderbum (Proposi t ion 1.3.12). 
Chapter 5 contains genera l iza t ions of some well-known 
commutativity theorems. In sec t ion 5 .2 , a r e s u l t of Kaplansky 
[64] which was developed by Horstein [39] has been extended as 
follows : ''Let R be a semi prima r ing and n be a fixed pos i t ive 
i n t ege r iariger than 1 such t h a t [3^,y] z Z(R) for x,y e R. 
Then R i s commutativeV The main theorem obtained in sect ion 
5*3 i s an extension of a theorem of Lichtman [dO]. In 
sect ion 5 .4 , a tneorem of Bel l [13] has been generalized 
which i s fur ther extended for l e f t s -un i t a l r ings i n sec t ion 
5 .5 . F inal ly , the study as i n i t i a t e d by Herstein [39] and 
subsequently developed by many research workers including 
Putcha and Yaqub [92] motivates to e s t ab l i sh the following 
r e s u l t i Let R be a semi prime r ing with the propez*ty t h a t 
for each x,y e R, e i t he r there ex i s t s p ( \ ) e A^ 2[A.] for 
* f y 
which [xy - p(3V)^ x] • o or there ex i s t s q( \ ) e k 2 [k] 
for which [xy - q(3«y),yj • o. Then R i s commutative. 
( iv ) 
At places examples are provided t o show tha t the 
condit ions Imposed In the hypotheses for various r e s u l t s 
a re not superfluous. The genera l iza t ions of some of the 
r e s u l t s presented In the esqposltlon can not be ruled out 
but the choice of our examples shows tha t they can not be 
extended a r b i t r a r i l y . The de f i n i t i ons , the examples arsl the 
r e s u l t s In the t ex t have been specified with double decimal 
numbering. The f i r s t f igure represents chapter* the second 
denotes sec t ion and the t h i rd demonstrates the number of the 
de f in i t i on , the example, the lemma, the theorem or the propo-
s i t i o n as the case may in a p a r t i c u l a r chapter . For example 
Theorem 2 . 5 . ^ roferes t o the fourth theorem appearing in 
sect ion 5 of the second chapter . 
To meet the requirement of c l a s s ( v l i i ) chapter XXV 
of Academic Ordinances of Aligarh Muslim Universi ty, every 
chapter and i t s sect ions a re well-equipped with comprehensive 
introduction} pointing out the Important r e s u l t s obtained. 
Two papers based on some por t ions of chapter 3 have 
been accepted for publlcatlcm i n Math. Stv^ent and 
Coamunications while a por t ioa of Chapter 5 i s to appear in 
Bul l . I n s t . Math. Acad, SinLca (1937) Vol. 15, No. 3 . Also 
two papers already been published in Bul l . Austra l . Math. See. 
Vol. 33 (1936) and Soochow J . Math. Vol. 11 (1935), include 
mater ial from Chapter k and Chapter 5 respsKStively. 
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CHAPTER 1 
P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION : The aim of the present chapter i s 
to introduce enough of fundamental concepts, def in i t ions and 
well-known r e s u l t s which we sha l l need in subsequent chapters . 
Our attempt w i l l , however, be Ju s t to give the ou t - l ines and 
not the d e t a i l s or the proofs of the r e s u l t s . The knowledge 
of tne elementary concepts as those of groups, r ings , i d e a l s , 
hofflomorphisms, f i e l d s , modules and vec tor spaces e t c . , has 
been presumed. Besides some research papers , we have used 
the following l i t e r a t u r e for the mater ia l presented in t h i s 
chapter : Cohn ( [253, [26] ) , Divinsky [27] . Herstein ([A6], 
[47] ) , Jacobson [6o] , Krull [75],Kurosh [76] , Lambek [77] , 
McCoy [34] and Rowen [96] , 
Throughout the c h ^ t e r , unless otherwise mentioned, 
R denotes an assoc ia t ive ring having a t l e a s t two elements, 
Ln genera l , R may not have uni ty . For any p a i r of elements 
a,b i n R we have [a ,b] • ab-ba and aob » ab4>ba. 
1.2 We begin with a s e r i e s of de f in i t i ons , with a view 
to making the t h e s i s as se l f contained as poss ible and fixing 
our notat ions : 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 (POLYNOMIAL IDENTCTY) t A polynomial 
f(X, , Xp, , . . , X^) in non-ccaauting indeterminates 
2 
X,, X-* . . • » X^ with In tegra l coef f ic ien ts i s said to be 
an i d e n t i t y of a r ing R i f f(r-j^, r^p • • . . r^) » o for every 
r , , r^t . ••# r^ eR. In t h i s case we may say t h a t f i s a 
polynomial i d e n t i t y in R or R s a t i s f i e s f. 
REMARK 1 : All sitiorings, homomorphic images and d i r e c t 
product of r ings sa t i s fy ing f a l so sa t i s fy f. 
DSFINinoN 1.2.2 (NILPOXEi^ T ELEMENT) : An element a of 
a r ing R i s sa id t o be a n i lpo ten t element i f there ex i s t s a 
pos i t i ve in teger n such tha t a" » o. 
RE4ARKS 2 J Zero of a r ing R i s t r i v i a l l y n i lpo ten t . 
3 : Every n i lpo ten t element i s necessar i ly a 
d iv i so r of zero. For i f a #> o and n i s t a e smallest pos i t ive 
in teger such tha t a''* « o, then n > 1 and aCa** ) » o with 
a**-^  =f= o. 
DBFINinON 1.2.3 (IDEMPOTSIT Ei-£MSNT) t An element a 
2 
of a r ing R i s said to be an idempotent element i f e » e. 
REMARKS 4 t I t i s t r i v i a l t ha t the zero i s an idempo-
t e n t element of every r ing . 
5 » I f R contains uni ty 1, then 1 i s a l so 
idempotent. There are a number of r ings having one or more 
idempotent elements other than o and 1 as wel l . 
DEFINITION 1,2.4 (CHARACTERISTIC OF A RING) t I f the re 
ex i s t s a pos i t ive in tege r n such t h a t na « o for every element 
3 
a of a r ing R, tne smallest such pos i t ive In teger i s ca l led 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of tne ring R (usual ly wr i t t en as char (R)) . 
I f no such pos i t i ve in t ege r ex i s t s R i s sa id t o have charac-
t e r i s t i c zero. 
REi4ARK 6 s I t i s obvious tha t i f char (R) 4 P» then 
pa a o for some aeR implies t h a t a « o. In t h i s case R may 
be referred to as p - to rs ion f ree . 
DEFINITION 1.2.5 (CENTER OF A RING) s The center Z(R) 
of a r ing R i s defined as follows t 
Z(R) « {x&R/xy « yx, for every ysR}. 
RS'lARK 7 : A ring R i s commutative i f and only i f Z(R) » R. 
DEFINiriO:>l 1.2.6 (fflfPimCi^ ITSR OP A RING) s The hypercenter 
r(R) of a ring R i s defined as follows s 
r(R) « (x3R|yx" a 3< y^, n « nix,y) ^ 1 for a l l ysR}. 
REMARKS a s T(R) i s a subring of R. 
9 8 T(R)-2 Z(R). 
DEFINITION 1.2.7 (DIRECT PRODUCT AND DIRECT SUM) $ Let 
S i , i e l be a family of r ings indexed by the s e t I and TTSi be 
s e t of functions f s I > U S* such tha t for any i e l , 
i e l 
f ( i ) e S i . Define B\m and product i n TJ^i as follows s For 
any f,ge TTSi, 
(f4g) (i) - f(i) i- g(i) ^ 
(fg) (1) - f(i) g(i) 
I t i s s t r a i g h t forward t o checlt t h a t "HSi together 
with the addi t ion and mul t ip l ica t ion defined above i s a r ing . 
This r ing JT Si i s ca l led the d i r e c t product or the complete 
d i r e c t sum of the r ings Si , i e l . 
The s e t of a l l functions in S which take on the value 
zero a t a l l but a t most a f i n i t e number of elements i of I i s 
a siibring of S which i s ca l led tne d i s c r e t e d i r e c t sum of the 
r ings Sj^, ieX. 
I f X a {lf2» . . . , a} i s a f i n i t e subset of the s a t of 
pos i t i ve in tegers the concept of complete d i r e c t sum coincides 
with t ha t of d i s c r e t e d i r e c t sum and we usually c a l l i t the 
d i r e c t sum and denote i t by S, ^ S ^ S . . . ® S^ ,^ In t h i s case 
ins tead of function-notations we simply use n- tuples formula-^ 
tion^ i*e . 
f " C^ ]_» ^2* •••» ^n^* -^i ^ ^i» -^ = 1»2, . . . » n. 
DiSFINITION 1.2.8 (SOBDIRSCT SUH OF RINGS) : Let T be a 
subring of the d i r e c t product TT S. of r ings S . , i s l and 9^ ^ 
be the hoaofflorphisn of Tl S^ onto S. defined as follows : 
aGj^ - a ( i ) , a« TT Sj^. I f I©^ - S^ for every i e l , T i s said 
to be a subdirect svm of the r ings S . , i e l . 
s 
I f a r ing R i s isomorpiiic to a subdirect sura T of 
r ings Si, Lei, I i s ca l led a representai:ion of R as a 
subdirect sum of the r ings Sit ieX* 
RiSMARK 10 : The complete d i r e c t sum ( d i r e c t product) 
and the d i sc re t e d i r e c t sum of r ings S i , i e l a re t r i v i a l 
example of subdirect sums of r ings S i , i s l . However, there 
may be many other subdirect suuas of tnese r ings as wel l . 
DEFIi^iriON 1,2.9 (NILPOTENT IDEAL) t An idea l A in a 
r ing R i s said t o be a n i lpo ten t idea l i f there ex i s t s a 
pos i t i ve in teger n such tha t A" « ( o ) . 
DEFINITION 1.2.10 (NIL IDEAL) i An idea l A i n a ring R 
i s said to be a n i l ideal i f every element of A i s n i l po t en t . 
RiS'lARK 11 : Every n i lpo ten t idea l i s a n i l ideal but 
converse need not be trtie* For such an example of n i lpo ten t 
idea l which i s not n i l we re fe r to [dh, pp. 31] , 
DEFINinOi^ 1,2.11 (PRIMS IDEAL) : An ideal P in a ring 
R i s said to be a prime idea l i f and only i f i t has the 
property tha t for any idea ls A,B in R, whenever AB Q P, then 
A Q P or B e P. 
REMARK 12 : The equivalent formulations of an idea l P 
in a r ing R to be prime are as follows t 
( i ) I f a,beR such tha t aRb Q P, then aeP or beP. 
( i i ) I f (a) and (b) are p r inc ipa l idea l s in a 
6 
ring R SLKjh t h a t (a ) (b) c p, then aeP or beP. 
( i l l ) I f U and V are r igh t ( l e f t ) idea l s in 
a r ing R such tha t UV c p, tnen a s P or V ?i P. 
DEFINITION 1.2.12 (SSMI PRIMS IDSAi*) t An idea l Q i n a 
ring R i s said to be a semi prime idea l i f and only i f i t has 
the following property s 
2 For any idea l A in R» A <=, Q iinplies t h a t A e Q. 
R£i4ARK 13 I The following are the equivalent condit ions 
for an idea l Q in a ring R t o be send, prime idea l . 
( i j I f aeR such tha t aRa G Q, then aeQ. 
( i i ) I f (a) i s a pr inc ipa l idea l i n R such t ha t 
(a) Q U, then aeQ. 
14 : Every p r i ae ideal i s semi prime but converse 
i s not t r u e . Indeed, (6) i s a semi prime idea l i n the ring 
2 of in tegers but i t i s not prime. 
DEFINITION 1.2.13 (COMMUTATOR IDEAL) : The commutator 
id«al D(R) of a ring R i s the ideal generated by a l l commuta-
to rs ix,y], with x,y i n R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.14 (MAXIMAL IDEAL) : An idea l M in a ring 
R i s ca l led a maximal ideal i f M ^ R and there ex i s t s no ideal 
A in R such tha t M c A c: R, 
RtSMARK 15 : If M (^R) i s a maximal idea l of R, then for 
7 
any i d e a l A of R, M S A C R holds only when A =» M or A =» R. 
DSFINITION 1.2 ,15 (PRIMS RADICAL OF AN IDSAL) { The 
pr i j ie r a d i c a l >r~A o£ an i d e a l A i n a r i n g R i s t h e i n t e r -
s e c t i o n of a l l t h e prime i d e a l s i n R which c o n t a i n A. 
ilowever, i f t n e r i n g R i s commutative, we have 
A « {reR r'^cA, fo r some p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r n } . 
DSFINITION 1.2 .16 (FAlTHFUi- R-MODJLB) » A module i4 
over a r i n g R i s a f a i t h f u l R-module ( o r t h a t R a c t s f a i t h -
f u l l y on M) i f Mr = (o) fo rces r = o, rsR. 
DEFINITION 1.2.17 (IRRSDUCIBLB R-i-lOOULE) J A module 
M over a r ing R i s s a id t o be an i r r e d u c i b l e R-module i f 
MR 4> (o) and t h e only submodules of 'd a r e (o) and M. 
DSFINITIOI^ 1 .2 .18 (JACOBSON RADICAL) s The Jacobs on 
r a d i c a l J(R) of R i s t h e s e t of a l l those elements of R which 
a n n i h i l a t e a l l t h e i r r e d u c i b l e R-modules. I f R has no i r r e -
d u c i b l e modules we pu t J(R) » R. 
DEFINITION 1.2 .19 (smi SIMPLE RING) : A r i n g R i s 
s a i d t o b« semi s imple i f Jacobson r a d i c a l of R i s z e r o i . e . 
J(R) - ( o ) . 
DEFINITION 1 .2 .20 (PRIMITIVE RING) i A r i n g R i s s a i d 
t o be a p r i m i t i v e r i n g i f i t has a f a i t h f u l i r r e d u c i b l e 
R-module. 
8 
DalFIiMinON 1,2.21 (SUBDIRaCILY XRRSDUCIBLii RING) t A 
r ing R iB said to be s u b d i r e c t l / i r r educ ib le r ing i f tne 
in t e r sec t ion of a l l i t s nonzero idea l s i s not zero. 
The in t e r sec t ion of a l l nonzero idea l s of a subdirec t ly 
i r r educ ib le r ing R i s said to be the *^''heart of R". 
DEFINITION 1.2.22 (PRIi4fi RING) : A r ing R i s sa id t o 
be a prime ring i f and only i f the zero idea l i s a prime 
idea l in R. 
fiquivalantly, a ring R i s prime i f and only i f e i t h e r 
of tne following condit ions holds : 
(a ) I f A and B are idea l s in R such t h a t AB = ( o ) , 
then A = (o) or B a ( o ) . 
(b) I f a,beR such tha t aRb =» (o ) , then a - o or b » o. 
I t i s easy t o verify t ha t a commutative ring R i s prime 
i f and only i f i t i s an in t eg ra l domain. 
DBFINiriON 1.2.23 (SMI PRIM5 RIMG) : A ring R i s sa id 
to be semi prime i f i t contains no non^^^ro n i lpo ten t i d e a l s . 
DEFINiriON 1.2.24 (BOOLEAN RING) : A ring R i s ca l led 
a Boolean ring i f a l l of i t s eleuients are idempotent. 
A Boolean ring has char (R)?2 and i s necessar i ly 
commutative. 
OSFINiriON 1.2.25 (PERIODIC RING) i A ring R i s ca l led 
per iodic i f for each aeR, there i s a p a i r n,m of d i s t i n c t 
pos i t i ve in tegers such tha t a" =» a"*. 
REMARKS 16 : A ring R i s semi prime i f and only i f i t 
i s a subdirect s\m of prime r ings . 
17 : A ring R i s semi simple i f and only i f i t 
i s isomorphic to a subdirect sum of pr imi t ive r ings . 
18 i Let R be a r ing having no nonzero n i l 
i d e a l s . Then R i s a subdirect sum of prime r ings . 
19 : A subdiract ly i r reduc ib le ring has no 
non - t r i v i a l representat ion as a subdirect sum of any r ings . 
20 : A pr imi t ive r ing i s isomorphic to an i r r e -
ducible r ing of endomorphisms of some abel ian groups. 
21 : Svery r ing can be represented as a sub-
d i r e c t sum of subdirect ly i r redircible r ings , 
1.3 SOME KEY RESULIS : In t h i s sec t ion we give some 
Key r e s u l t s extracted from the above referred t e x t s , which 
wi l l frequently be used in l a t e r chapters . 
PROPOSiriON 1.3.1 : Let R be a ring sa t i s fy ing an 
i d e n t i t y q(X) » o, where q(X) i s a polynomial in a f i n i t e 
number of non-commuting indeterminates, i t s coef f ic ien ts 
being in tegers with highest coouaon fac tor 1 . I f there exis ts 
no prime p for which the ring of 2x2 matrices over GF(p) 
s a t i s f i e s q(X) « o, then R has n i l commutator idea l and the 
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nl lpo ten t eXements of R form an i d e a l . 
PROPOSITION 1.3.2 s I f R I s a semi simple r ing , 
tlien hypercenter of R i s p rec i se ly tne cen te r of R, 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3 t Let D be a d iv is ion ring and 
A * D a s i r r i n g of D. Suppose t h a t for every xeD, eA 
where n(x) ;^  1 depends on x. Then D i s ccwmutative. 
PROPOSITION^ 1.3.4 : Let R be a pr i ia i t ive r ing . Then 
for some divis ion ring D e i t h e r R i s isomorphic to D , the 
ring of a l l nxa matrices over D or , given any i n t ege r m 
there e x i s t s a subring S^ ^ of R which loaps ho^aomorphically 
onto D^, m 
PROPOSITION 1.3.5 « Let R be a ring and (o) * A. a 
right ideal of R. St«>pose that given asA, a*^  » o for a fixed 
integer n; &hen R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal. 
PROPOSITIOi'i 1,3.6 I Let R be a ring in which, given 
a,beR, there exist integers m » m(a,b) :^  1, n • n(a,b) :^  1 
such that a%^ • b^a". Then, the ccaiautator ideal of R is 
nil. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.7: Let R be a ring having no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals in which 2x « o implies that x « o. If 
aeR commutes with all ax-xa, xeR then a is in the center of R. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.S : Let R be a ring in which every 
element satisfies an equation of the form a'^ ^^ ^ « a, n(a) 
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an In teger gz*eater tiian X. Then every element of R has 
f i n i t e addi t ive order and R i s commutative. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.9 J Let R be a ring with cen te r Z(R) 
and such t h a t eZCR) for every xeR, If R, i n addi t ion , 
i s semi simple then i t i s a l so commutative. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.10 (POSNER's THBORSM) : Let R be a 
priuie ring with cen te r Z(R) and a polynomial i d e n t i t y . Then 
the re ex i s t s a simple r ing S =» R2(R), where Z(R) i s a 
quotient f i e ld of 2CR), which i s a r ing of quotient of R 
and i s f i n i t e dimensional over Z(R). 
PROPOSITION 1.3.11 (STRStraTHSNINO OF POSNER's THSORSil) i 
With a l l notions of the Proposit ion 1.3.10f besides asser t ions 
of the Posner 's theorem, the cen te r Z(S) of S i s Z(R), 
PROPOSITION 1.3.12 (WEDDSRBURN) s A f i n i t e d iv is ion 
r ing i s a f i e l d . 
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2 . 1 irJTRODOCTION i In t h i s daapter we d e a l wi th some 
simple commatativity ccaiditions for assoc ia t ive r ings . Proofs 
of most of the r e s u l t s givren herein a re easy and elementary. 
Generalizations of soae of the theorems were poss ib le by 
using comparatively heavy machinary but our object through-
out the chapter remains tha t the most of the tecnniques should 
depend on mere subs t i t u t i ons . 
Section 2.2 begins with a r ing- theore t i c analogue of 
the simple group-theoret ic r e s u l t t h a t a group G sa t i s fy ing 
the polynomial i d e n t i t y ixy) » sqr x i s commutative. In 
sect ion 2»3 we inves t iga t e the c lass of commutative r ings 
wnich sa t i s fy ix,y] » [>r» y ] or (xoy) » aroy^. A r e s u l t 
of Herstein [43] a s se r t s tha t i f R i s a r ing in which the 
mapping x—^x:" for a pos i t ive in teger n > 1 , i s group homomor-
phism, then every caamutator in R i s n i l po t en t . One can 
eas i ly see tha t the above r ings must sa t i s fy the i d e n t i t y 
i^f y'^] " i^t y] which, of coarse , does not guarantee the 
commutativity of r ings . In sect ion 2.4 we s ing le out the 
case when n « 2 and study the commutativity of the r ings with 
[x, y J » jxf t^ yj and a lso with x^oy » xoy^. In tne l a s t 
sec t ion we include a r e s u l t whose proof i s though eqiiaily 
simple but depends on a preliminary lemma. Phis i s , i n f ac t , 
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a wana-up for using heavy and elegant tools In the subsequent 
t e x t . 
2,2 In 1963 Johnsen, Outcalt and Jfaqub [61] es tabl ished 
the r ing- theore t i c analogue of an elementary group-theoret ic 
r e s u l t which s t a t e s tha t a group G sa t i s fy ing (xy) =» sry , 
for a l l X and y in G i s abel ian . There are yet many group-
theore t ic r e s u l t s whose r ing- theore t i c versions are to be 
inves t iga ted . For example we are not aware of any read i ly 
access ib le source in l i t e r a t u r e of tne r ing- theore t i c einalogue 
of the following r e s u l t in groups. ^Let G be a group in which 
(jqr) 3 xy X for a l l x and y i n 0. Then G i s commutative," 
I'/e begin with the following r e s u l t : 
THE0REi4 2 .2 .1 « Let R be a ring with unity 1 , sa t i s fy ing 
(xy) a xy X, for a l l x and y in R. Then R must be commutative, 
PROOF ; By the iqrpothesis, we have 
(1) ixy) - xy^% » o for a l l x and y in R. 
Replacing y*l for y in (1) and using (acy)^ » xy^x, we get 
(2; yry - xyx « o for a l l x euid y in R, 
Next, put t ing x « x • 1 in ( 2 ) . we obtain 
(3) x^y - xyx • xy - yx « o for a l l x and y in R, 
Thus (3) together with (2) y ie lds xy « yx and R i s commutative. 
l i 
THe following example shows tna t the hypothesis of 
the existence of the unity in the above theorem i s indeed 
e s s e n t i a l . 
SXMPLE 2 .2 .1 I Let R be a subring generated by the 
/o 1 o \ /o o 1 \ /o o o\ 
matrices [ o o o o o o o o l in the 
\ o o o y , \ o o o j ' \ o o o j 
r ing of a l l 3 x 5 matrices over 2^$ the r ing of in teger 
uiodulo 2. I t can be eas i ly ver i f ied t ha t R s a t i s f i e s 
(xy) » xy X, for a l l x,yeR, However R i s not commutative. 
2.3 I t i s weil->known tha t given an assoc ia t ive ring R» 
we can induce on R, using i t s operat ions , two well-lcnown 
s t ruc t iu re s—the hie s t ruc tu re and the Jordan s t ruc tu r e by 
defining the products [x,yj s" xy - yx, and xoy = xy ^' yx 
respec t ive ly . In t h i s sect ion we attempt to replace the 
assoc ia t ive prcxluct of R i n the r e s u l t of Johnsen, Outcalt 
and Yaqub [61] by e i t he r of the induced non-associat ive 
s t ruc tu res and inves t iga te the commutativity of the associa-
t i v e product. In fac t , we prove the following t 
THSORSM 2.3 .2 s Let R be a ring with unity 1 sa t i s fy ing 
e i t h e r of the following i d e n t i t i e s : 
(a) [x ,y j^ - [3<^,y^] for a l l x and y in R. 
(b) (xoy)^ • x^oy^ for a i l x and y in R. 
If , i n addi t ion , char (R) ^ 2 , then, i n each case , R must be 
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coDuautative. 
PROOF (a) : For a l l x and y in R, t r i v i a l l y we nave 
(xy-yx) « Cyx-xy) i . e . [x,y] =» [ y . x ] " and so by the 
hypothesis [x^,y J « [y ,xr] which gives 2[x^,y ] =» o, 
implying tha t l^ty^] » o. Now put t ing x » x • 1 in the 
i d e n t i t y [x^,y^] = o and using the fac t t ha t the char (R) i> 2, 
we ge t [x^y*^] «» o. Again we s e t y «» y+1, t o obtain [x,yj » o. 
Hence R i s commutative. 
(b) s Replacing x > 1 for x i n the i d e n t i t y and 
using (xoy) = xroy , we ge t 2{y * 2yxy) =» o which implies 
t h a t y • Zyicy a o, because char (R) # 2 . Now replacing 
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X • y for y the i d e n t i t y y * 2yxy = o y i e ld s , 
(1) 2(x y^ysC) a - (xyi^yx) for a l l x and y in R. 
Putt ing y a y+1 i n ( 1 ) , we obtain 2(2xr+ x) » o which gives 
2yC* X a o. Now s e t x » x • y i n t h i s to ge t , 
(2) ; ^ ^^  yx - o for a l l x and y in R. 
Replacing x • x^ for x in ( 2 ) , we have 
(3) xl^ y • yx^ » o for a l l x and y in R. 
Putting y " y *• y^  in (3;, we get 
(4) ycy * y yr « o for all x and y in R. 
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Now, combining (3) and (4), we obtain 
(5; (Jt^ y - yy^)v « o for all x and y in R. 
Replacing y • 1 for y in (5) and using x y «» yxry, we get 
(6) X y - yx!^  » o for ail x and y in R* 
Again, put t ing x a x <• 1 i n (6) yie lds 2(xy - yx) » o, forcing 
xy a yx. Hence R i s commutative. 
The Example 2 .2 .1 i s enough to show t h a t the unity i n 
the hypothesis of the above r e s u l t i s e s sen t i a l , 
RSilARK 2 .2 .1 X The to r s ion condit ion imposed on the 
hypothesis of our theorem 2.3.2 i s natural a l so . Indeed, . 
witn tnese tors ion r e s t r i c t i o n s the conditions (a) and (b) 
which are proved above to be su f f i c ien t for commutativity 
become necessarily as well . 
2 .4 A r e s u l t of Herstein [43] a s se r t s t h a t i f R i s a 
r ing in which there ex i s t s a pos i t i ve in teger n > 1 such tha t 
( j ) (x+y)" » 3<^  • y" for a l l x and y in R 
tnen ewery ctwamutator i n R i s n i lpo ten t and n i lpo ten t elements 
of R form an i d e a l . We note tha t in t h i s case (x-t-y) and 
(x^-f ^) must cofflfflute so tha t 
O ) [X, y"j - Lx^* y ] . 
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I t i s obvious tiiat the i den t i t y (a) can not guarantee 
the commutativity. In t h i s sect ion we singleout the case for 
which n a 2 and inves t iga te tne condit ions for commutativity 
of r ings . We a l so repiace Lie product in (i3) by Jordan 
product. In fac t , we prove tne following : 
TiiEORM 2,k.5 : Let R be an assoc ia t ive ring with 
i d e n t i t y 1 sa t i s fy ing e i t he r of tne following i d e n t i t i e s s 
(a) [x, y 3 = [x^, y] for every x and y i n R. 
(b) xoy^ a xroy for every % and y in R. 
I f char (R) i s not 2, then, in each case R must be commutative, 
PROOF OF THiXDRffi-l 2,1^,5 (a) : Proof of t h i s pa r t i s 
s t r a i g h t forward. Jus t put x + 1 for x in the hypothesis and 
we get the r e s u l t . 
(b) ! By the hypothesis, we have 
(1) xoy - X oy « o for every x and y in R. 
Replacing x * y for x in ( l ; and using xoy^ « x^oy, we get 
(2) y(xy+yx) • (xy*yx)y » o for every x and y in R. 
Putting y-x for y, (2> y ie lds : 
y(xy•yx) •( xy*yx) y-( x( 3cy>yx) •( 3cy+y3{)x+^x -^2( y^^y^yy^) « 0 • 
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Now using (2) this becomes 
(3) 2{yr:f *• YTT) S O, for every x and y in R. 
Since char (R) ^ 2 , (3) gives 
(4) X y • yxr « o, for every x and y in R. 
Hence afterwards proceed in the same way as in the 
latter part of the proof of Theorem 2,3*2 (b) and get the 
required result. 
2.5 In [50] rierstein proved that if for given elements 
a,b in a ring R, there exist integers m =» ffl(a,b) ;j. 1, 
n a n(a,b) :^  1 such that a^^ «• b'^a'^'f then the commutator 
ideal of R is nil. This study was extended by many research 
workers in different directions. Some of the results can be 
looked into [1], [2] and ^8], Recently Chang [24] proved the 
following theorem : 
TiiBORSM 2.5.4 [24J : Let R be a seal prime ring and 
suppose tnat a positive integer m exists such that for any 
X and y in R there is a positive integer n » n{x,y) with 
A " . y"x?» and T^y""*^ -. y"*^x^then R is necessarily 
commutative. 
This naturally gives rise to the following question : 
''what additional conditions are needed to force the commuta-
tivity of R when R is an arbitrary ring ? With this 
1^  
motivation» we es tab l l s l i the following r e s u l t : 
rHE0REI4 2«5«5 : i-et R be a ring with unity and suppose 
tha t m a k, k+1 and n are fixed pos i t i ve in tegers g rea te r than 
1, such tha t for a l l x,yeR, 
Tnen R must be commutative* 
La preparat ion for the proof of the above theorem we 
need the following lemma : 
LEi'MA 2.:7.1 : Suppose x and y are elements of R s a t i s -
fying x^[x,y] a o and (x-»'l)^[x,y] =» o, for some pos i t ive 
in tege r p . Then [x,y] =» o. 
PROOF I By our hypothesis, we have 
(1) (x+1)^ [x,y] » o for a l l x,y i n R. 
Expanding (x t ' l )^ in ( 1 ) , we get 
(2) x^ [x,y] • ^Q.p^i^"'^ l^»yl * ••••^ ^^i [x,yj • Cx,y] 
I f p « 1. Then by the assumption x^ [x,y] « o, the r e s u l t 
follows immediately from ( 2 ) . Suppose p > 1, Multiply 
equation (2) by from the l e f t and use the hypothesis 
x^ i^ty] " o to ge t x ^ Cx»y] » o and consequently : 
C-5) ^ ^ p - 2 ^ " ^ ^^*^^ *•••* ^ ^ 1 ^i^x,y] > [x.yj - o. 
I f p « 2, then since [x,y] « o and the r e s u l t follows 
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a t once from ( 3 ) . Suppose p > 2. Again aiul t ipl / ing equation 
(3) by x**"*^  from the l e f t , and using x ^ [x>y] - o to get 
x^ [x»y3 « o. Continue t h i s process un t i l we get [x ,y] « o 
for a l l X and y In R. This proves the Lemsna 2 . 5 . 1 . 
PROOF OF TdEORS"! 2.5.5 s By our hypothesis, we have 
y n ^ l ^ = xPy"*^ - y^fy » y"xf°y. This y ie lds 
(1) y"[y.3^] - o, for a l l x,ycR. 
Replacing y+l for y in (1) we a l so ge t , 
(2) (y*l)"Cy.3t^J = o for a l l x and y i n R.. 
Combining (1) and (2) and using Lemma 2 .3 .1 we obtain 
(3) [/fS^] = o for a l l x and y in R. 
Now for m a k, k>l, we have 
(4) x^y • yx^ 
and 
(5) x^*V . y^^^ 
Combining (4) and (3 ) , we obtain 
(6) * Lx»y] » o for a l l x and y in R, 
Replacing x «- 1 for x i n (6) we ge t 
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(7) (x-fl)^ [x,y] « o for a l l x and y in R. 
Now by i-emma 2.5.1» (6) and (7) y ie ld t ha t ny « yx. Hence 
R i s commutative. 
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3.1 INTRODJCTION : In th i s chapter we consider some 
polynomial i d e n t i t i e s which do not iajply commutativity in 
a r b i t r a r y r ings . However, we succeed to e s t ab l i sh the 
commutativity of semi prime rings in a l l these cases . In 
the following chapters we sha l l again turn t o some commuta-
t i v i t y condit ions for semi prime r ings . Those r e s u l t s are 
not included in t h i s chapter because t h e i r s e t t i ng i s cons i -
derably more appropriate a t those places only. Most of the 
proofs here f a l l i n t o two d i s t i n c t p a r t s . F i r s t , we study 
the prime ring cases of our theorems. For t h i s purpose we 
make use of tne following : 
(1) In a prime ring i f the product of two elements i s 
cen t ra l of which one i s a nonzero cen t ra l element, then the 
other element i s a l so c e n t r a l . 
(2) Centre of a prime ring with a polynomial i d e n t i t y 
i s non - t r i v i a l (which, we demonstrate in each ca se ) . 
Final ly , we obtain elementary reductions of tne 
r e s u l t s for semi prime rings to the corresponding r e su l t s 
for prime r ings , using s t ruc tu re tneory of subdirect sums. 
But a t soae places (Theorem 3*3>3 and 3.ii6) we achieve t h i s 
goal through d iv i s ion r ings . 
The f i r s t half of the chapter contains the r e s u l t s 
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whose developiaents depend mainly on Chapter 2. In a ec t i o i 
3*2 we e s t a b l i s h t h a t i f R i s a semi prime ring sa t i s fy ing 
e i t h e r of the i d e n t i t i e s ( i ) x^oy «- xoy^sZ(R) 
( i i ) [3t2,yj .^ [x,y2]eZ(R) ( i i i ) [x^.yj . [x,y2]e2(R). then 
i n each case R must be commutative. In sec t ion 3.3 we 
discuss the coiamutativity of r ings with (xy)° m xy^x for 
a l l r ing elemoits x,y and a fixed pos i t i ve in teger n > 1 . 
Ihe r e s u l t obtained in sect ion 3.3 i s fur ther generalized 
in sect ion 3 . ^ as follows s Let n be a fixed pos i t ive 
in t ege r l a r g e r than 1 and R be a semi prime ring in which 
(xy)** - 3^"xsZ(R) for a l l x,yeR. Then R i s coEmautative". 
Although Thoorem 3.3.5 should have been avoided in view of 
i t s d i r e c t genera l iza t ion i n Theorem 3.3.6 but the proofs 
given in two cases are so d i f fe ren t i n techniques t h a t we 
feel i t would be of some i n t e r e s t t o present them one by 
another, Moreover the s i t ua t i on might be considered nece-
ssary for the na tura l development of tne study as wel l . 
In sect ion 3.5 we reexamine the i d e n t i t y (3^)^ - x^y^ 
of the well-known theorem due t o Johnsan, Outcalt and Yaqub 
[6 l j esqpressing i t a l t e rna t i ve ly as xi/,7^] » o. In fac t , we 
replace the polyncaaial x[y,xy] by x(yoxy) and prove the follow-
ing theor^fi : ' ' I f R i s a semi prime ring sa t i s fy ing x(yoxy)eZCR), 
for a l l x,ycR, thwa R i s commutative/* The main r e s u l t proved 
i n sect ion 3.6 stems from a tli^orem of Bell [ l l ] t h a t for a 
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fixed pos i t i ve in t ege r n > 1 i f a r ing R i s generated by 
n powers of i t s elements and s a t i s f i e s the i d e n t i t y 
l^*y] » Cy»3< ]^» then R i s conKnutatiVQ. 
3»2 t In sect ion 2 .4 of the previous chapter* we 
have proved t h a t any 2- tors ion f ree ring R with uni ty in 
which xroy « xoy^, for every x and y i n R, i s necessar i ly 
commutative [Theorem 2 .4 .3 (to)]. We general ize the ment-
ioned r e s u l t as follows for semi pri-ae r ing t 
THEOREM 3.2 .1 s Let R be a semi prime ring in which 
x^oy - xoy i s cen t ra l for every x and y in R. Then R i s 
commutative. 
We begin with the following lemmas s 
LBI#IA 3.2 .1 I Let R be a prime ring and x 4^  o be an 
element in Z;(R). I f for any ycR, xye2(R), then ysZ(R). 
PROOF : Since x and 3Qr2Z(R), we have for any zeZ(R). 
(1) xz • zx 
(2) (xy)z - z(3qr) 
(2) together with (1) y ie lds tlnaX 
(3) xyz a xzy, for a l l zeR. 
Let rsR be an arbitrary element. Replacing z by rz in (3) 
we get, 
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xrzy » (xyr)2 
s» (xry)z , from (3) 
whence we obtain 
xr(zy - yz) =» o, for a l l r,2eR. 
Consequently xRCzy - yz) * (o) for all zeR. 
But since x ^ 0, primeness of R forces that zy « yz for all 
zeR. Hence ysZ(R). 
2 2 LE'lf^ A 3.2.2 : Let R be a prime ring with x'^ oy - xoy 
in Z(R) for every x and y in R. Then R is commutative. 
PROOF I Replacing x by x+y in x^oy - xoy e2(R), we 
get 
(1) xy^ • y X + 2y3cysZ(R), for every x and y in R. 
Patting y-x in place of y in (1), this gives 
(2) 3t^ y *• yx^ - 23qrxeZ(R). 
Now we a s s e r t t h a t Z(R> ^ ( o ) . Assume on contrary tha t 
Z(R) « ( o ) . In t ha t case» 
(3) xry •• yx - 2xyx « o for every x and y in R. 
Whence i t follows x ( ; ^ - yx) » (xy - yx)x. I f char (R) * 2, 
then by Proposit ion 1.5.7, we have xeZ(R) which forces R • ( o ) , 
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a cont rad ic t ion . If ctiar (R) i s 2, tnen (3> y ie lds x^eZ(R;, 
for every xeR. Now put t ing x - x*y, we get xeZ(R) - ( o ) , 
forcing R « ( o ) , again a con t rad ic t ion . Hence we find 
2(R) + ( o ) . 
Now replacing y by xy in ( 2 ) , we get x(x^y* yxr- 23Qrx) 
in Z(R) and by Lemma 3.2.1 xeZ(R) unless x^y • yx^ - 2xyx « o. 
But i f xeZ(R) then a l so x^y * yyr - 2xyx « o and so in every 
case 
(^; x^y *- ysr - Zxyx a o, for a l l x and y in R. 
I f R i s 2- toi^ion f ree , then proceeding as above we 
get xeZ(R), and thus R i s commutative. 
Suppose tha t char (R) « 2. Then (4) gives x^cZ(R) for 
evQr/ xeR. Thus (x*y)^eZ(R) for any x and y in R which implies 
t na t 
(5) 3cy • yx sZ(R) 
Replacing y by xy in ( 5 ) , we get 
x(.3^ • yx) e ZCR) 
Then by lemma 3.2.1 x is in Z(R) unless xy '^  yx <» o. But 
if xy • yx « 0 also implies xeZ(R), as char (R) is 2. Hence 
R is commutative. 
Farther if R is a s®ai prime ring satisfying 
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x^oy - xoy^ e Z(R) for a i i x and y i n R, then R i s isomorw 
phic to a sobdirect soa of prime r ings Ra> each of which 
as a homoiaorphic image of R s a t i s f i e s the l:^pothesis placed 
on R( and by Lemma 5»2.Z each of Ra i s commutative. Hence 
R i s commutative which proves our thaorem. 
The following example demonstrates t h a t the Theorem 
3.2 .1 can not be generalized for a rb i t r a ry r ings . 
KCAi'lPLE 3.2.1 J Let 1% be the r ing of n x n matrices 
/o a b \ 
over a d iv i s ion ring M. Consider A, a { [ o o c 1 | a , b , c s2} . 
l o o o / 
Then A, i s a non-commutative n i lpo tan t ring of index 3 in 
which x^oy - xoy i s cen t ra l for every x,yeAx. 
We a l so prove the following r e s u l t s 
THEOREM 3.2.2 » Let R be a semi prime ring sa t i s fy ing 
the polynomial i d e n t i t y [ [x r ,y ] • lx ,y^3 , Zj « o. Then R i s 
commutative. 
PROOF OP THEOREM 3.2.2 t We may assume tha t R i s a 
prime ring with [x^,y] • [x,y^]cZ(R), for every x and y in R. 
F i r s t we a s s e r t tha t Z(R) ^ ( o ) . Suppose on contrary t h a t 
Z(R) a Co)» then we have 
(1) [x2,y] > Cx,y2] . o, for a l l X and y in R. 
Replacing x by x > y in (1) we get 
Cx ,^yJ • 2[x,y2] - o 
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which y ie lds [x,y J » o, for a l l x and y i n R and so y^ 
in Z(R) for a l l y in R. Then (x>y)^x - o i . e . xyx - o, 
for a l l y i n R. This implies that xRx - ( o ) . Now since R 
i s prime* we get R « (o)» a cont rad ic t ion . Hence Z(R) * ( o ) . 
uet char (R) * 2 and c be a nonzero element of ZCR). 
Replacing x toy x*c in the iden t i t y of tin© hypothesis : 
(2) [x2 ,y ] • Cx.y2] e Z(R) 
we ge t 
2c Cx,y] e Z(R) 
which gives readi ly tha t c[x,y]eZ(R), s ince R i s 2-tojrsion 
free and so by Lemma 3 . 2 . 1 , we have 
(3) [x,y]eZ(R), for a l l x and y i n R. 
Now with X by yy (4) gives 
(^) Lx,y] yeZ(R) for a l l x aoA y in R. 
Using Lemma 3.2.1 again, (3) and (4) y ie ld ysZ(R), unless 
[x,yj « o, but i f yeZ(R) then a l so [x,y] a o and so in every 
case [Xfy] - o for a l l x,y i n R. Hence R i s commutative. 
Next i f char (R) - 2, then replacing x by x<-y in (2J, 
we get 
(5> ix,y2] e Z(R). 
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Now with X » xy, (5) gives 
(6) [x,y2j y e Z(R). 
By Lemma 3*2»Z, (5) and (6) y ie ld tJiat y£Z(R), unless 
[x,y^] » o which implies t ha t y^eZ(R), for every y in R, 
and so (x+y) eZ(R) t h a t i s xy • yx eZ(R). Since char (R) 
i s 2 we get [x,y] e Z(R) which i s (3) and so by the same 
arguments as in previous case , we have R i s commutative. 
Now we can der ive the following coro l la ry which i s , 
of course, a r e s u l t due to Gupta [52], 
COROLLARY 3.2.1 ; Let R be a semi prime r ing in which 
[x^,yj - |x ,y^J e Z(R) for a l l x and y in R, Then R i s commu-
t a t i v e . 
PROOF : I f cnar (R) « 2, we are through. Let us assume 
tha t cnar (R) * 2* For o * c e Z(R), replacing x by x • c 
in i den t i t y of Cprollary 3.2.1 and using the i d e n t i t y i t s a l f 
we get 2c [x,y] e Z(R). Now proceeding on the same l i n e s as 
in case of the proof of the Theorem 3 .2 .2 , we get tha t R i s 
commutative. 
The existence of non-commutative r ing M, of 3 x 3 
upper t r i angu la r matrices over the ring Z of in tegers in which 
tne i d e n t i t y of the Theorem 5»2,2 and tha t of Corollary 3.2.1 
are s a t i s f i e d , ru les out the p o s s i b i l i t y of extending these 
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r e s u l t s to a rb i t r a ry r ings . 
3.3 In the beginning of our chapter 2, ^e have proved 
t h a t a r ing witn unity i , sa t i s fy ing the polynomial i den t i t y 
(xy) - xy^x most be commutative (Jheorem 2,2*1)» We have 
a l so seen tha t the r e s t r i c t i o n of unity on the hypothesis can 
not be dropped in case of a rb i t r a ry r ings . In a natura l way, 
one can general ize the mentioned i den t i t y as follovjs : 
where p , q ai*e pos i t ive in tegers 
such tha t p • q 3 n ;^  3 . 
The following example shows t h a t a ring (even with 
unity) sa t is fying (A) may be badly non-commutative. 
/a b c \ 
EXAi4PLE 3.3.2 : Let R * { o a d / a , b , c , d e GF(p)} 
\o o a / 
wnere p is a prime s^h that p divides n if n is odd and p 
divides n/2 if n is even, for eacn integer n > 3 and all 
x,y s R, it can be verified that (xy)** «• x^ y^ x*^  holds for 
all p • q a n but R is not commutative. However R contains 
unity. 
Now we extend the identity (xy) » xy x as follows : 
(B) (3^)'^ - xy"x, n a positive integer greater than 1. 
We can easily prove the following result : 
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THEOREM 3.3.3 : Let n be a fixed pos i t ive in teger 
l a r g e r than 1. I f D i s a d iv is ion r ing sa t i s fy ing (B), then 
D i s commutative. 
PROOF OF THSORM 3.3.3 t Let x and y be any non^eit^ 
elements of D. Then ixy)^ « ay"x y ie lds tha t 
( 1 ) (acy)"'""'- » y^'^x 
—1 Putting :qr i n place of x in the given identi ty we get 
i.e. 
or 
^y - 3<y" X a 0 
xCx""^/ - y^'^x) « 0 
This implies t ha t 
(2) x"-V - y"*^x - o 
From (1) and (2) we obtain 
(3) (yx)'*-^- (xy)*^ -^  
Again, replacing y by x" y in (3) yields 
x-^ y"-^ x - y"-^  - o 
or 
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%m *•• "Xft '%f\f 
Hence by Proposi t ion 1,3,6 D i s coaimutative. 
We are now in a pos i t ion to s t a r t s tep-by-s tep climb 
to establisEh the r e s u l t for semi prime zrings using the 
s t ruc tu re theory for r ings as our ladder . In preparat ion 
to do so, we f i r s t e s t a b l i s h the following lemma : 
LEMi4A 3.3 .3 i A prime ring R sa t is fying (B) for a 
fixed pos i t ive in t ege r n > 1 contains no nonzeio^ zero d i v i s o r s . 
PROOF J I t suff ices to show tha t R i s a reduced r ing . 
2 
Let a be an element of R s jch tha t a « o. In the i den t i t y 
of the hypothesis, pa t t ing a in place of x, we have 
(ay)"a » ay^a^ » o, which implies that (ay)"^ « o, for a l l 
y in R. Thus aR i s a r igh t ideal of R in which each eletaent 
i s n i lpotant and hence by Proposition 1.3.5, aR « o, which 
forces a « o, s ince R i s a prime r ing . 
Now since a prime r ing R sa t i s fy ing (B) contains no 
zero d iv i sor , by Proposit ion 1 .3 .11, R can be embedded in a 
d iv is ion r ing 0 sa t i s fy ing (B), But 0 i s commutative by 
Theorem 3»5»5 so the p r i ae r ing R with (B) i s a l so commuta-
t i v e . Thus we obtain : 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . ^ t Let R be a prime ring sa t i s fy ing ( B ) 
for a fixed pos i t i ve in tege r n > 1, Then R i s commutative. 
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Let as now turn to the case tnat R Is send prime 
and satisfies (B). Then, R is a subdirect sum of prime 
rings Ri, each of which as a homomorphic image of R satis-
fies the poiynomiai identity (B) and Theorem 5.5.5 forces 
each of Ri to be conunutative. So we have proved : 
THE0REi4 3.3.5 : Let R be a semi prime ring in which 
tnere exists a fixed positive integer n larger than i such 
that (xy)" « xy"x for ail x,yeR. Then R is commutative. 
3.4 In an attempt to further generalize our .Theorem 
3.3.5* we first prove the following lemma : 
LEMMA 3.4.4 : Let R be a prime ring satisfying 
(jqr)*^  - xy°xeZ(R), for a fixed integer n > 1 and all x,yeR. 
Then R is a reduced ring, 
PROOF : Let a be an element of R such that a^ « o. 
In our hypothesis, we replace x by a and y by x to get 
(ax)" - ax"a eZ(R), This implies that, 
a((ax)" - ax?^ a) - ((ax)" - a A ) a 
which gives, 
(ax)"a a o i.e. (ax)" » o for all x in R. 
It follows that aR is a right ideal of R in which z"*"^  - o 
for each zeaR. Thus aR » (o), by Proposition 1.3.5. This 
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Implies t i iat x • o> since R i s pritae. This proves the 
a s se r t ion in our lemma. 
Further, i f a prime ring R s a t i s f i e s the polynomial 
i d e n t i t y 
qCx,y,2) - [ ( x y ) " - 3qr"x,z] 
a (ajy)"z - xy'^ xss - zi,xy)^ *• zxy^x a o . 
whose coefficients are coprime integers, then no 2 x 2 matrix 
ring over OF(p), p a prime satisfies the identity q(x,y,2) » o. 
As a consideration we may take ^ * ^ o Q ) » y ° ( l o ) ^^'^ 
z «a ( ^ ° ), Tnus by Proposition i.3.1,' R has a nil commutator 
ideal. But by Lemma 3*^*^ in a prime ring R with identity 
q{x,y,z) 3 o, R has no non zero nilpotent elements which 
forties that tne commutator ideal of R must be zero. Hence 
prime ring R is commutative. 
Wow using structure theory for semi prime rings, we 
conclude as follows : 
THEOREM 3.4.6 : Let n be a fixed positive integer 
larger than 1 and R be a semi prime ring in which 
{,xy)'^ - x/^x t 2 ( R ) , for all x and y in R. Then R is 
commutative. 
3.5 The identity of the result of Johnsen, Outcalt 
and Yaqub [6lj namely, (xy) » xTy can be rewritten as 
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^IYP^] " o. In sec t ion 2.3 of chapter 2 we have discossed 
the induced Lie product [x,y] and the Jordan product xoy. 
I t may, therefore , be na tura l to question whether a r ing 
sa t i s fy ing x(yoxy) » o i s a l so commutative. There are 
examples of r ings which show tha t in general the r ings with 
x(yoxy) » o need not be commutative. Hov/ever we prove the 
following : 
THB0REi4 3.5«7 : Let R be a semi prime ring (may not 
have unity) in which x(yoxy) i s c en t r a l for a l l x,yeR. Then 
R i s commutative. 
PROOF OF TaaORSi4 3.5.7 » Let R be a prime r ing . We 
a s s e r t t h a t Z(R) * Co). Ass^ ume on contrary t ha t Z(R) = ( o ) . 
In t h i s case [z , xCyo^)] " o g ives , 
(1) x(yoxy) a o for a l l x and y in R . 
Replacing x by x+y in ( 1 ) , we get 
(2) 2xy^ • y^xy * yxy^ - o 
(3) x(2xy •• y^x • yxf)y » o for a l l x and y in R . 
Also (1) gives (xy)^ - -x^y^ and thus (3) y i e l d s , 
(4) xy(yx - xy)y - o. 
Again replacing x+y for x, in (4) we obtain 
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xy(yx -xy)y • y^(yx - xy)y - o 
Now, using (4) this becomes 
(5) y^(yx - xy) y « o 
If y^iyx. - xy) ^ o, then y^(yx - ay) is nonzero nilpotent 
element of Index 2* Now (l) gives 
[y^Cyx - xy)r]^ + Cy^(yx - xy)]^r^ - o 
1* e« 
[y^Cyx - xy)rj^ « -[y^(yx - xy)]^r^ 
a O > 
Hence y (yx - »y) R is a right ideal in which the 
square of ©very element is zero. By Proposition 1,3.5, R has 
a nonzero nilpotent ideal* But primeness of R follows that 
(b) y^(yx - xy) - o 
Putting x - rx in (6), we get y^(yrx - rxy) - o which together 
with (6) gives y^r (yx - 3^) - o. Hence y^R (yx - xy) • (o). 
2 
Now R is a priae ring and so we have y » o or yx - xy • o for 
all X and y in R. 
But if for some y * o, then yx - xy « o for all x in 
R and so y in 2(R) « (o), a contradiction and thus y » o 
for all y whence R is nil of bounded index and therefore not 
prime [78], a contradiction. Hence we conclude that Z(R) * Co). 
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Now let r be a noraero element in Z(R). Replacing 
X by X¥r in x(yoxy)eZ(R), we get r(^ >?y • yxy)eZ(R). By 
J emma 3*2.1 we have 
(7) 5^^ > yxyeZ(R) 
I f char (R) » 2, then (7) y ie lds 
(8) (xy - yx)yeZ(R). 
Putt ing X a 3^ in ( 8 ) , we obtain 
C9) (3qr - yx)y2eZ(R). 
Now since R i s prime (8) and (9) give yeZ(R), byj^emma 
3.2 .1 unless (xy " yx)y = o. But i f yeZ(R) then a l so 
{yy '• yx)y a o. Hence in every case we have 
(10) {xy - yx)y » o for a l l x and y in R . 
Now replacing x by z and xz in (10) we get respect ive ly 
(zy - yz)y « o and (xzy - yxz)y « o, which in turn give 
(xy - yx)zy » o for a l l x,y,zsR and we have (xy - yx)Ry - ( o ) . 
Now R i s nonzero prime ring and so we have xy > yx > o for 
a l l X and y in R. Hence R i s commutative. 
I f char (R) * 2, tnen with x « y in (7) we get 
4y'eZ(R), so 4£y^,z] - o for a l l z and thus [y '»z j » o 
whence y^eZ(R). Now put t ing x » y in Cz,x(yoxy)] - o. 
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we get 2y - y(y"^  t y-') « y(yoy )eZCR) so 2Cy , w] - o 
for a l l w and hence [y , w] » o v/nence y eZ(R), Thus we 
have y^ and y eZ^R), and by lemma 3*2,1, e i ther 
(11) y^-o or yc2(R). 
Now we assert that y^ » o Implies y « o. Suppose on 
contrary that y * o but y^ » o. Then Z(R) contains 
y^(xoy^x) a y^Cxy^x • y^x^) » y^xy^x • y sc^  = (y^x)^. Thus 
in particular, (y x)^y - y(y^xj • o or (y x)* » o. Let 
J a y R. Then J + o as y « o and R is prime. But J is a 
nonzero right ideal in which for each j£J, J^ =» o and conse-
quently by Proposition 1.3»5 R is not prime, a contradic-
tion. Hence y^ a o. Proceeding on the same lines we can 
show that y a o whenever y » o. Thus we conclude that if 
y^ m o, then y a o. Hence in every case yeZCR) and R is 
com.QUtative. 
Further if R is semi prime ring satisfying 
[z,x(yo3cy)] « o, then by using the same argument as used in 
the proof of theorem 3*2.1, we may assume that R is prime 
ring satisfying [z*x(yo:^)] • o. Hence R is commutative. 
3.6 In his paper [11] Bell proved that "for a fixed 
positive integer n > 1, a ring R generated by the n - power 
of its elements and satisfying the identity l7^,y] » [x,/^] 
is commutative^ Also recently Hermanci [3^] proved tnat : 
IM£»REM 3.6,8 [3^] : I f R i s a ring with uni ty and 
sa t i s fy ing the i d e n t i t i e s : 
[3«^»y] - [x,y"3 and [at"*-*-, y] » [x.y"*-"-] for a l l x,yeR 
where n > 1 i s a fixed in teger , then R i s commutative, 
We extend the above r e s u l t of ilermanci [3^*] for semi 
prime r ings as follows : 
TrfiSOREil 3.6,9 t Let R be a semi prime r ing with uni ty 
sa t i s fy ing : 
Ci) [x^.y] * Cx,y"] eZ(R) 
( i i ) [x"*-^, yj • [x,/**-^] sZ(R) for a l l x,yeR 
where n > 1 i s a fixed in teger , then R i s commutative, 
PROOF OF THiSORfii^  3,6,9 : Without l o s s of genera l i ty 
wa may assume t n a t R i s a prime r ing with unity sa t i s fy ing : 
( i ) Lx^.yJ * Cx,/"] eZ(R) 
( i i ) [x"*^.y ] * [x.y°*^J £Z(R) 
for a l l x,y in R and a fixed in teger n > 1 
and replacing l*x for x in condit ion ( i ) , we get 
[(l>x)'*,y] > [l+x,y"]eZCR) 
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or 
n-1 ^ ^ 
k-2 ^^  
Using ( i ) t h i s becomes 
(i) n[x,y3 * "E ( J ) [ 4 y]eZ(R) . 
Now replacing x by l*x i n the condit ion ( i i ) of the hypo-
thes i s we get 
[(l+x)'»*^.y] > [l>x.y°*^JeZ(R) 
i . e . 
[x»*^,y]*(n*l)[x,y] > £ ( " f ) [xJ .y ]4x .y"*^]e2(R) 
Again using condit ion ( i i ) we obtain, 
(2) (n+i) [x ,y] > £ ( " t^ )Cx^,y]eZ(R). 
J-2 "^  
( i ) and (2) yield, 
" i ^ ( " ) [ A y ] - 2 ( " f )CxJ.yJ - Cx.yJeZ(R) 
k-2 '^  J-2 ^^  
or 
["i^ ( " )xf' - £ C " f )xJ,y] - [x,yJeZ(R) 
or 
" i { ^) :^ -Z ( " ;^ )xJ ~ x.y]eZ(R) . 
k-2 *^  J-2 •' 
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Hence for all x and y in R, there Is a polynomial p(x) 
with integer coefficients* such that 
(i») CX^PCX) - x.y]eZ(R) 
With y at yx in (4) we get 
O) Cx^p(x) - x,y] x eZ(R) 
(4) and (5) together with iemaa 3.2.1 force tha t xeZ(R), 
unless [x*^p(x) - x,y] « o. But i f xe2(R), then a l so 
[x:^p(x) - x,y] a o and so in every case [x^p(x) - x,y] « o. 
Hence by [41 , Theorem 3 j , R i s commutative. 
The following example shows tha t the condit ion for 
r ing to be semi pri^ae in the iypothasis of Theorem 3.6,9 i s 
not suparfluoos. 
EXi^ 4PLE 3.6.3 : Let T be a non~commutative ring such 
tha t r^ « o and R =» T x Z / (3 ) . Define addi t ion and mul t i -
p l i c a t i on i n R as follows : 
(a»n) * (b,ffl) a (a-^b, n-^ m) 
and 
(a tn) (b,ffl) » (ab -h am > bn, nm). 
Then the Jacobson radical J(R) of R consists of all elements 
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Ca,o) where aeT and R/J(R) « 2 / ( 3 ) , so R i s completely 
primary r ing . I t can be ver i f ied eas i ly tha t 
( i ) [x^.y] > [x,y2] s Z(R) 
and 
( i l ) [x^.y] • [x,y^] £ ZCR) 
But R i s non-comtautative. 
CHAPTER 4 
SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF BOOLEAN RINGS 
CHAPTER U 
SOME GBNSRALlZATlUi^ OF BOOLEAN RINGS 
^.X INTRODUCTION : I t i s welX-known tha t the Boolean 
condi t ion, n£UBely x^ » x for a l l r ing elements x renders a 
r ing commutative. T r iv i a l l y , i n a Boolean r ing R we have 
( i ) {xyr - 3^ and ( l i ) (xy)^ - yx for a l l x.yeR, but there 
e x i s t non-Boolean r ings sa t i s fy ing the i d e n t i t i e s (1) €ind 
( i i ) . The present chapter concerns the comautativity of t h i s 
l a r g e r c lass of r ings . Recently the author Jo in t ly with 
Quadri and Ashraf [94] es tabl ished t h a t a semi prime r ing R 
With (xy)*- - xy cen t ra l must be commutative. Section 4,2 
begins with the same r e s u l t but here we assume in the hypo-
t h e s i s t h a t (xy) - yx i s c e n t r a l . La Theorem 4,2.2 we 
extend the mentioned r e s u l t as follows :^'Let n > 1 be a 
pos i t i ve in t ege r . I f a semi prime r ing R s a t i s f i e s the 
polynomial i d e n t i t y [(xy)** - yx, xy] « o, then R i s commuta-
t i v e " . The l a s t two sect ions deal with the commutativity 
of r ings in which (xy)" ^ xy or (xy)** - yx i s c e n t r a l . 
In the end we remartc t h a t the following conjecture 
should a l so be possibly t rue : '^ Let n > 1 be a pos i t i ve i n t e 
ger and R be an n- tors ion free r ing with urdty sa t i s fy ing one 
of the i d e n t i t i e s ( i ) [xy - (xy)° , xj - o, ( i i ) [xy-(yx)" ,x]-o 
for a l l x,yeR. Then R i s commutative". 
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4.2 We know tha t a Boolean r in^ i s necessar i ly 
commutative. Thus i n a Boolean r ing R for any p a i r of 
elements x,yeR, we have 
(P^) ixy)^ « xy. 
(Pg) Cxy)2 » yx . 
Conditions (P-|^ ) and (Pg) are weaker than the Boolean 
condition, namely jr » x. As an example, consider an 
abelian groi^ p G naving at least two elements and define 
trivial product, namely 3^ • o for all x,y in 0. It is 
easy to show that a ring satisfying (P,) also turns out to 
be commutative. The author with Quadri and Ashraf [9^] 
recently established that a semi prima ring R in which 
(xy) - xy e 2(R) is commutative. The non-commutatlva rin^ of 5x3 
strictly ^ uppar triangular matrices over the ring of integers 
satisfies the condition (xy) - xy e Z(R) as well as 
(xy) - yx s Z(R). Thus certainly arbitrary rings with 
either of tne above conditions need not be commutative. 
Though we shall attempt to prove a more general 
result but it would be worthwhile to begin with the following 
particular case. 
THEOREK 4.2.1 : Let R be a semi prime ring in which 
p {icy) - yx is central for every x and y in R. Then R is 
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commutative* 
In preparation for the proof of our theorem we need 
the following lemmas : 
LSflHn 4.2.1 t Let R be a semi prime ring such tnat 
(xy) - yx is in Z(R), for all x,ysR. Then R has no non-
zero nilpotent elements. 
PROOF J Let xsR such that x^ » o. By our hypothesis, 
we have for any ysR, 
(1) ((xy)^ - yx)y » y((xy)^ - yx). 
Kow se t t i ng y •= xy and using x^ « o (1) y ie lds (xy) x => o 
i . e . (xy)^ a o. 
I f xR :# ( o ) , then t h i s shows t h a t xR i s a non zero 
n i l r i g h t idea l sa t i s fy ing t^ « o for a l l t i n xR and by 
Proposit ion 1.3.5* R tias a non zero n i lpo ten t i d e a l . This 
i s a cont rad ic t ion , s ince R i s semi prime. Thus xR = (o) 
whicn implies that xRx • (o) and hence x <• o. This proves 
our lemma. 
Farther the above r e s o l t together with Proposit ion 
1.3.6, proves t ha t : 
L£MMA 4.2.2 t Let R be a prime ring sa t i s fy ing the 
hypothesis of our theorem. I f there ex i s t in tegers m,n > 1 
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such that [a''*,b"] • o for all a,b in R. Then R is 
comiDutative. 
PROOF OF THSORSa 4.2.1 : we may start with a prime 
ring R such that (xy)^ - yx is in Z(R) for all x and y in R. 
First we assert that Z(R) 4 (o). Assume on contrary 
that Z(R) a (o). Then we have 
(1) (3<y) - yx a o for all X and y in R. 
Replacing x by x>y in (1), we get 
T 
(2) (xy • y x)y = o . 
Patting X by xr in (2), we obtain 
(3) (xry^ * y^ xr)y « o. 
Since by (2> ry .y » -y ry, (3) becomes : 
(jqr^  - y^ x)ry = o which gives (aqr^ - y^x) Ry » (o). 
2 2 Now since R is prime, so either y » o or xy^ - y x « o. 
But if y « o, then also xy^ - y^ x «• o. This implies that 
y^  is in Z(R) - (o), i.e. y^  » o for every yeR which gives 
p 
that (x-cy) y • o for all xeR thus yRy -Co). Again priaeness 
of R yields that y • o and consequently R « (o), a contra-
d ic t i on . HexKse Z(R) if ( o ) . 
Now l e t c be a nonzero element of ZCR), Replacing 
y by y+c in (3^) - yx£Z(R) we ge t c(x~y -^  xyx) e Z(R) and 
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TCy * xyxeZ(R) for every x and y in R. This gives 
xiyry •»> xyx) » i:ry • xyx)x 
or 
(^) x(3t^y - yx^) « o for a l l x,yeR. 
Replacing ry for y i n (4) v/o obtain 
(5) x(x^ry - ryxr) a 0 for a l l x,y and r in R. 
But s ince (4; y ie lds x^r = xrx^, we ge t from (5) 
xR(3ry - yir) » (o) which gives x => o or 
yry « yyr. But x « o a l so gives yry » yx^. Thus in every 
case t * »yj « o. Hence by lemaa kt2,2 , R i s coaiautative. 
The above tneorem i s in fac t a p a r t i c u l a r case of 
the following r e s u l t : 
THSQRSM 4.2,2 : Let R be a semi prime r ing . I f there 
ex i s t s a pos i t i ve in teger n > 1 such tha t [(xy)*^- yx,xyj » o 
for a l l x,y e R, then R i s commutative. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2.2 i Simplyfying the i den t i t y of 
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our theorem we get [xy, yx] • o. rfe may assume tha t R i s 
prime. 
We f i r s t show tha t R has no nonzaro n i lpo ten t 
2 
eleuients. t.et a be a nonzero element Qt R such t h a t a >» o, 
fly our hypothesis, we have 
a x ^ a a x a x a o for a l l xeR. 
Thus we have 
(ax)^ a {(ax)^a * ax.xa}x 
a {axaxa •• ax axa •«• ax^a * ax xa}x 
« {axa (xa • xa) * ax(xa • xa)}x 
» {a(xa*x) (xa*x) a}x 
m O. 
If aR :)b (o), then the above shows that aR is a non zero 
nil right ideal satisfying tne identity t^ « o for all t 
in aR. So by Proposition 1,3,5, R has a nonzero nilpotent 
ideal which is a contradiction since R is prime. Thus 
aR « (o) and primeness of R implies that a « o. 
Farther we claim that R has no proper zero divisors, 
p 
Let 3^-0. Tnen (yx) « y(3y)x » o and by the fact proved 
i 
Jus t now tha t R contains no nonzero n i lpo ten t elements we 
have yx • o. Hov;ever xy - o implies x(yr) » o for a l l reR 
whence by above yrx « o forcing yRx •co). Since R i s prime 
we must have x «• o or y =» o. Replacing y * y for y in 
[xy, yx] « o we obtain 
(1) 2xy^x « yx^y^ • y^x^y, for a l l x,y in R, 
Case 1 : I f char (R) » 2, (1) y ie lds 
(2) yx^y^ • y^x^y « o for a l l x,yeR. 
This together with xy x « yyry reduces to 
( i ) yx (xy^ •» y^x) « o. 
Putt ing X » x-y in ( 3 ) , we ge t 
(4) y^(xy •• y x) » o for a l l x,ysR. 
As establ ished Jus t now, R i s free from proper zero divisors 
and since char (R) » 2 «e have from ( 4 ) , 
LX»y J • o Jfor a l l xeR, 
Hence by Proposition 1.3.6 together with the fact that R 
contains no nonzero nilpotent elements this proves that R 
is commutative. 
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Case 2 t I f char (R) >* 2. Then we replace y by x+y in the 
2 2 
i d e n t i t y yy x » yx y to get 
(5) Cx^»[x,y3J =» o for every x,yeR. 
Jsing (5) and the fact t h a t [x^,y] « x[x,y] • Cx,y]x, 
we get 
[x2, [x2,yj ] . x2[x2,y] . [x2,y]x2 
a x^(x[x,y] • [x,y]x) - (x[x,y] + [x,y]x)x^ 
« x^Cx,y] + Lx,y]x5 - x^Cx,y] - [x .y jx^ 
« o» 
Hence 
(6) [x^#Cx? y^j] o o for a l l x,y in R. 
Now we have 
L3<?»LX^»y ]^] - 2Cx^,y]^ « x V + y^x^ - 2(x2y)2 -
2(y x) t 2yx y. 
4 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 
- (x y *• yx - 2x yx )y • yCx y • yx - 2x yx ) 




Since R iias no nonzero zero divlsore and char (R) ?k 2 
(7) forces t na t [3r ,y] « o. Hence by jproposition 1.5.6 R 
i s commutative. 
4,3 In [36] Herstein proved a theorem which a t the 
same time general izes the famoiis theorem of Jacobson 
[Proposit ion 1.3.3] and a l so the r e s u l t tha t any Boolean 
ring i s commutative. The theorem to wnich we re fe r i s , 
namely : any r ing R in which there ex i s t s a pos i t i ve in teger 
n > 1 siKJh tha t x'*- x e Z(R) for a l l ring elements x, i s 
necessar i ly commutative. As we have remarked e a r l i e r , a r i rg 
R with (xy)*^ ~ xy e Z(R) need not be in general commutative, 
even i f n «• 2. However we prove tne following r e s u l t ; 
THEORi3i4 4 .3 .3 : Let R be a semi prime r ing . Then 
the following condit ions ara equivalent : 
(a) H i s commutative. 
(b) There ex i s t s a pos i t ive in teger n > 1 such tha t 
for every x,y s R, [(xy)*^ - xy, x] » o. 
(c) There ex i s t s a pos i t ive inte^'er m > 1 such tha t 
for every x,y e R [ (xy)" - xy, y] « o. 
We begin with tne following : 
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LEaWA 4.3 .3 » A d iv is ion r ing R sa t i s fy ing e i t h e r 
(b) or (c) must be a f i e ld . 
PROOF : F i r s t l e t us take the case when R s a t i s f i e s 
( b ) . I f X « o, t r i v i a l l y we have [3^ - y» x] « o. Let x 
be a nonzero element of R. Applying (b) for the elements 
—1 X and X y, where y i s an a rb i t r a ry element of R we ge t , 
[ ( x . x y)** - X.X y, x] « o 
or 
[y" - y, x] « o. 
Thus y** - y e Z(R) for a l l yeR. Hence R i s COTimutative by 
[36, Theorem 18] . 
Similarly we conclude the r e s u l t when R s a t i s f i e s ( c ) . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4,3 .3 i We may assume t h a t R i s a 
prime r ing . 
(a) implies (b) and (c) i s obvious. 
(b) «> (a) : Let R sa t i s fy ( b ) . Then proceeding as 
in previous theorem, we may prove t h a t R contains no proper 
zero d i v i s o r s . Thus by Proposition 1«3.11, R can be embedded 
i n a d iv is ion r ing 0 sa t i s fy ing (b) which i s commutative by 
Lemma 4 .3 .2 . Hence R i s cotnmutative. 
(c) «> ( a ) , can be proved by the s imi la r arguments. 
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We can a l so e s t ab l i sh the following r e s u l t t 
Tri30R£2! 4 .3 .4 t Let n > 1 be a fixed pos i t i ve in teger 
I f R i s a seiBi prime ring sa t is fying [(xy)'* - y3c,x3 » o for 
a l l x,yeR» then R i s cojuautative. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4,3 .4 : «Ve f i r s t show tha t R i s a 
2 
reduced r ing . i,et aeR such tha t a « o. Applying the iden-
t i t y lixy)^ - yx, x] a o, to the elements x = ^OL and y « a 
we ge t [(axa)*^ - axa, xa] =« o i . e . (ax)^a « o. This implies 
t n a t ( a x ) ' a o for a i l xeR. Hence aR i s a n i l r i g h t idea l 
i n which for any zsaR, z^ » o and so by Proposition 1.3.5» R 
contains a nonzero n i lpo ten t i d e a l . This i s not poss ib le , 
because R i s prime and so aR » o which forces a « o. 
Further through the same arguments as i n Thaorea 4.2.2 
we conclude tna t R contains no nonzero zero d i v i s o r s . Thus 
by Proposition 1 ,3 .11 , R can be embedded in a d ivis ion ring 
sa t i s fy ing the same polynomial i d e n t i t y . So we may assume 
tha t R i s a d iv is ion r ing . Let x,y be any nonzero elements 
of R. By our hypothesis, we have 
[ ( x .x * y ) " - X y,x,x] » o 
or 
i . e . 
Ly" - x yx, x] • o 
jc/* - yx « y"x - X yx^ 
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Multiplying by x on l e f t we obtain 
i n n 2 
X y - xy X « xyx - yyr 
or 
(1) x[x,y"] - Cx,y]x. 
Replacing x*y for x i n ( 1 ) , we get 
(x».y)i;x,y"] » Cx,y] (xi-y). 
Using (1) t h i s becomes 
(2) y[x,y"] - [x,y] y . 
Replacing y • x for x in ( 1 ) , we obtain 
(3) y^[x,y' '] - [x,y] y^. 
Multiply by y on l e f t (2) gives 
(^) y^[x,y"] « y[x,yj y . 
C3) and (A) y ie ld , 
y[x,yjy « [x,y] y^ 
or 
Cy[x,y] 3 [x ,y]y)y » o. 
Since R has no zero d iv i so r s , we have 
(5> y[x,y] - [x,y]y . 
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I f char (R) i* 2, then by Proposit ion 1.3.7, R 1B 
cofflmutatlve. 
I f char (R) » 2, then (5) gives ix,y^] « o and R 
i s commutative by Proposit ion 1.3.6, 
4,4 We now go to the next s tep of extending the 
r e s u l t s of Theorem 4.3 .3 and Theorem 4.3 .4 to the case when 
ring R i s not necessar i ly semi prime. In t h i s d i rec t ion we 
prove the following : 
THEOREM 4.4.5 : Let n > 1 be a pos i t ive in teger and 
R be a ring with unity 1 i n which the addi t ive group R"*" i s 
n\ to rs ion f ree . Suppose tha t R s a t i s f i e s one of the follow-
ing i d e n t i t i e s t 
( I ) [ (xy)" - xy,x] a o, for a l l x,y e R 
( I I ) [(3<y)° - yx,x] a o, for a l l x,y e R. 
Then R i s commutative. 
PROOF OF TH^ORm 4.4.5 : ( D i-et K be an In teger . 
Replace x by x 4« X,l i n the i den t i t y ( 1 ) . Then on eaqpanding 
we ge t polynomials 
Pi ( x , y ) , 1 m 1,2 n . 
With integral coefficients such that 
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Pat A • i, 2, ...» n and note that the polynomials Pi's 
do not depend on h. Thus we get 
1 1 .... 1 "7 
2 2^ ... 2" 
n 
v,2 -Jk n ... n 
[?j,(x,y), x] 
[PgCx.y), x] 
[P„(x,y), x3_^  
Since R i s nl tors ion f ree , the matrix on the l e f t i s inver -
t i b l e and so we have [Pj^ (x,y) ,x3 » o for i = 1,2, . . . n and 
a i l x,yeR. But Pn (x ,y) » y" forcing tha t [y^,x] « o for 
a i l x,ysR. Hence by [16, Theorem 4] R i s commutative. 
( i i ) The proof for i den t i t y ( i i ) i s e s s en t i a l l y the 
same. 
Before closing author should l i k e to point out a 
poss ib le genera l iza t ion of the above theorem as follows : 
CONJECTURE : I f R i s n - to rs ion free ring with unity 1 
sa t i s fy ing one of the condit ion (1) and ( i i ) , then R i s 
commutative. 
CHAPTER 5 
GENERALIZATIONS OF SOME WELL-KNOV.'N 
COnnUTATIVITY THEOREnS 
CHAPTER 5 
GENERAi^IZATIOiNSOF SOME WSuij-KNOWN C0M.4UTATIVITY THE0REi4S 
5.1 INTRODUCnON t The object of the present chapter 
i s to extend tne following previously obtained r e su l t s : 
(1) I f R i s a semi simple ring in which for every xeR, 
there ex i s t s a post ive in teger n(x) such tha t xf^^^'e Z(R), 
then R must be commutative [Kaplansky, 6^ ] . 
(2) Let R be a ring and A be a co.nmutative subring of 
R such tha t for any xeR» there ex i s t s a post ive in teger n(x) 
for which Tnen commutator idea l of R i s n i l 
[Lichtman, 80] . 
(3) A ring R in which for each p a i r of elements x,y2R, 
tnere ex i s t in tegers m,n >y 1 such tha t xy « y^x^ i s necessar i ly 
commutative [Bell , . 13] . 
(4) I f R i s a ring in which for every xeR, tnere ex is t s 
a polynomial p(x) having in tegers as coeff ic ients such tha t 
X p(x) - xeZCR), then R i s commutative [ . ierstein, 39]. 
5.2 ; la 1951 Kaplansky [64] proved that a semi 
simple ring R in whicn for every xeH, there ex is t s a pos i t ive 
in teger n(x) such tha t A^> is c e n t r a l , must be commutative. 
This r e s u l t a t tne same time general izes the celebrated 
theorem of Wedderbum [Proposit ion 1.3.12] and a l so includes 
a tneorem of dmmy Noeuher tha t any non-commutative algebraic 
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divis ion algebra contains an element separable over the 
center . Ln [4 l J , Herstein proved tiiat i f R i s a r ing such 
tha t given any two elements x and y in R, there ex i s t s a 
positive in teger n => n(x,y) ^ 1 which s a t i s f i e s i^,y] » o, 
tnen e i t h e r R i s commutative or i t s commutator idea l i s n i l . 
The Baer 's example [9] of semi prime n i l ring shows tha t even 
a semi prime ring sa t i s fy ing the condition of the Kaplansky's 
r e s u l t [64] may be badly non-commutative. However one might 
hope souie appreciable weakening of the r e s u l t i f n does not 
depend on x, r a the r i t i s ^global' for a l l elements of R. In 
t h i s d i rec t ion we prove the following : which, of course, a l so 
general izes the mentioned r e s u l t of Herstein [4lJ for semi 
prime r ings . 
THSORifM 5.2.1 : Let R be a semi prime ring and n be a 
fixed pos i t ive in teger l a rge r tnan 1 such t h a t [3t",y]e Z(R), 
for a l l x,yeR, Then R i s commutative. 
The following lemmas are pe r t inen t for developing tne 
proof of the above theorem, 
LBi'uMA 5.2.1 : i-et R be a ring and x,y be a pa i r of 
elements of R. 
(a) If [x,y] » o, then [x", yj=» o for any pos i t ive 
in teger n >^ 1. 
(b) For any pos i t ive in teger n ;^  1 i f [x,[x'^.y]] » o 
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holds, then C^^"*/] « 23("[x",y]. 
(c) For any pos i t ive in teger n ^ 1 i f [x , [ JC"^ , / ] ] a o, 
then [x«,[x^.y2]] - 2 C A y J ^ . 
PROOF (a) ! Straightforward. 
(b) : i,et [x,[xf^,y]j = o. Then from (a) we have 
i^fl^fy]] = o. Now 
[ x2 " ,y j - 2x?^Lx".yJ « x2"y - yx^" - 2x2"y + 2x^yx^ 
» _x^"y - yx^" • 2x"yx" 
= -[x",[AyJ] = o 
Thus [x^", y] = 2x"[x" .y ] . 
( c ) I vVe have, 
[ ^ » L x " . y 2 j ] - 2Lx",y j2 , x ^ V ^ y^x^"- 2 (x^y ;^ - 2(yx")24. ^yx^^y 
- (x^^y ^  yx^ " - 2x"y)c")y + y(x^"y • 
y j t^ '^ - 25c"y>£") 
- [x",[A/JJy > yLx",[x",y]] 
a o, using ( b ) . 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2,1 : Firs t we cialifl that R i s a 
2 
reduced ring. Let aeR such that a • o. Then for any x.yeR, 
our lypothesis gives, 
( i ) [ [x^ .y] , x] « o. 
Putting ax for x and y « a in (1) and using a « o, we get 
(ax)"*"^ a » o forcing (ax)***^ « o for all xeR. Wow if aR + (o), 
then this shows that aR is a nonzero right ideal satisfying 
the identity t"*^ » o for all teaR. So by Proposition 1.3.5 
R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal, which is a contradiction 
since R is aemi prime. Thus aR » (o> and consequently it 
follows that a a o. 
Now by Lemma 5.2.1 (a), (1) yields, 
(2) iy^d^py}] " o for all x,y in R. 
Replacing y by y*y^ in (2), we obtain 
(3) [3<".[x?*»y^ ]] - o for all x,y in R. 
Case 1 • If char (R) f 2, then by Lemma 5.2.1 (c) and identity 
(3), it follows that 
Lx'^ fy] " o ^or all x,y in R. 
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Bat since R has no n i lpo ten t elements we have Cx",y] =• o. 
Hence, because of tne fact tiiat R i s reduced, Proposit ion 
1.3.6 forces tha t R i s cofflinutative. 
Case 2 : I f char (R) = 2 , then on expanding ( i ) gives 
[x^",y] = o. Thus by Proposit ion 1.3.6 R must be commutative. 
5.3 : In a paper [80] t.ichtman proved as follows : 
'Let R be a ring and A be a commutative subring of R. Suppose 
t h a t given r i n R, r'^e A for some pos i t ive in teger n » n( r ) > 1. 
Then the commutator ideal of R i s n i l " . I t remains open what 
can we say, i f given x,y in R, {x/)^ and (yx)" are in A for 
some in teger n = n(x,y) ^ IT In t h i s sect ion we give a p a r t i a l 
answer to t h i s question and prove the following : 
rHiS0REi4 5.3.2 : i,et R be a semi simple r ing . Suppose 
tha t given x,y in R, there ex i s t pos i t ive in tegers ra a m(x,/) 
and n » n(x,y) such tha t i^^pixy)^] » C(yx)",x'°]. Then R i s 
commutative. 
In fact for a semi simple ring the question raised in 
the beginning r e l a t e s to a special case of the above theorem 
for i f x*, (xy)" , (yx)"e A. then [x"*, (sQr)"] » o » [ ( y x ) " . x " ] , 
s ince A i s commutative. 
The following eemma i s due to iMeumann [86] whicn i s 
reproved in [56] a l so . 
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LMiAA 5 .3.2 [56] t Let R be a ring without nonzero 
n i l r i gh t i d e a l s . Suppose tha t given a,b in R, there ex is t 
pos i t i ve in tegers m a ia(a,b) > 1, n « n(a ,b) >/ X and. 
t a t ( a , b ; >y 1 such tha t [a*", [a" , b*Jj • o. Then R i s 
commutative. 
Now we begin with the following s 
iiSilMA 5 .3 .3 : Let a ,b ,c be elements of a r ing R. 
( i j I f [a ,b j a o then [a.boc] » b o [ a , c ] . ( i i ) ao[a,b] = [ a ^ , b ] . 
PROOF ( i ) : Let for a pa i r of elements a.beR, [a ,b j » o. 
Then for any ceR» we have 
[a,boc] - bo[a ,c] = [a ,b]c * c [a ,b ] 
a O • 
Thus [a,bocJ « b o [ a , c ] . 
( i i ) ; We have 
ao [a ,b j - a(ab-ba) + (ab-ba)a 
2 2 
» a b - aba •^ aba - ba 
- [ a ^ , b j . 
LSMMA 5 . 3 . ^ : Let R be a d iv is ion r ing . Suppose tha t 
given x,y i n R, tne re ex is t pos i t ive in tegers a « m(x,y) and 
n - n(x,y) sucn tha t [x"^, (xy)"] - [<.yx)", x"*]. Then R i s 
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coiamatatLva, 
PROOF : Let x * o. Then by hypothesis the re exist,") 
pos i t ive in tegers m » m(x, x~ y) and n =» n(x ,x y) such tha t 
[x^^Cxx'^y)"] « [{^"•^yyO^fy^] which impiies t h a t 
Multiplying Jjy x on the l e f t , (1) gives 
x"^*l /" - xy^x"^ = y'^x^*^ - A " x . 
Hence [x^, xoy"j « o. Now by Lemma 5.3.3 ( i )» t h i s y ie lds 
xo [W°,y"] » o i . e . [x, xoCx"*,/^]] = o-
Again using Lemma 5.3 .3 ( i ) . we get 
xo [x,[x?°,y"jj 3 o . 
Now using Lemma 5 .3 .3 ( i i ) , we obtain 
[x2,[x®.y"]] » o for a l l x.yeR. 
Hence by Le.iLna 5 .3 .2 , R i s commutative. 
PROOF OF riliX)RSM 5.3.2 s Suppose t h a t R i s a pr imit ive 
r ing such t h a t for €LL1 x,y in R there ex i s t pos i t i ve in tegers 
m « m(x,y) and n « n(x,y) for which, 
(A) [xf°.(xy)"j - C(yx)". ^\ . 
u 
Note that tne hypothesis in (A) is inherited by all 
sobrings and all homomorphic images of R. Note also that 
no complete matrix ring Mt over a division ring M with t > 1, 
satisfies the property in (A), as a consideration of x « 6-,^, , 
y 3 e,, + 6^ 2 readily shows. Thus because of the structure 
theory of primitive rings, U3e may assume that R is a division 
ring and so R is commutative by Lemma 5.3.^. 
Further if R is a semi simple ring, then it is isomor-
phic to a subdirect sum of primitive rings Ri, each of which 
as a homomorphic image of R satisfies the hypothesis placed In 
R. Hence by above facts and i^ emma i?.3.4, we see that R is 
commutative. This completes the proof of our theorem : 
5.^ : In this section our attempt is to generalize a 
tneorem of Bell [13] wnich states that a ring R in which for 
each pair of elements x,yeR, there exist integers m,n > 1 
such that xy » y^:^, is necessarily commutative. In fact we 
prove tne following ; 
THSORSM 5.^.3 : Let R be a ring with unity 1 with the 
property that : 
(^ ) there exist positive integers m > 1 and n ;^  1 
such that [xy-y'°xf*,xj » o for each x,yeR. 
men R is commutative. 
The example of the Grassman algebra rules out the 
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p o s s i b i l i t y of in » i i n tne above tiieorem. 
We begin witn the following r e su l t s e s s en t i a l l y proved 
in (60]• i63\ and L88] respect ive ly . 
LEmk 5 .4.5 : Let x,ysR, i f [x , [x ,y j ] = o, then for 
any pos i t ive in teger k, l:)rty] a k x^ "*'*' [ x , y j , 
LEMi4A 5.4.6 : Let f be a polynomial in non-commuting 
indeter.Qinates x , , X2» . . . » x^ with in teger coe f f i c i en t s . 
Tnen the following statements are equivalent : 
(a) For any ring R sa t i s fy ing f = o, D i s a n i l i d e a l . 
(b) For every prime p , ( G F C P ) ) ^ f a i l s to s a t i s fy f » o. 
LEMMA 5.4,7 : i-et R be a r ing with unity 1 and f : R-> R 
be a function such tha t f(x+l) 3 f (x ) , for every x in R. I f 
for some pos i t ive in teger n, x"f(x; « o for a l l x in R, then 
necessar i ly f(x) » o. 
Let us pause to not ice tha t for any x,y e R the property 
( ) gives : 
(1) x[x,yj - [x.y'°]x'^. 
Thus for any positive integer p, 
x^[x,yj » x^'^ [x.y^]3^ - x^-^j-^^ym^j^n^ 
By repeating tne process and using (1 ) , we get 
(2) xP[x,yJ - [x.y'^Pj x^" . g g 
Wow W9 prove the following Lemmas : 
LEi>lLi4A 5.^.8 : Let R be a ring with unity which s a t i s f i e s 
the property ( ^ ) f then each n i lpo ten t eleiaent of R i s c e n t r a l . 
PROOF : Let iM(R) denote the se t of a l l n i lpo ten t elements 
of R and ueN(R). For any x^R and a pos i t ive in tege r t .j- 1 
from (2; we have x [x,u] « [x,u ]x . But s ince u i s n i lpo -
t e n t u a o for su f f i c i en t ly la rge t and we get x [x,u] » o. 
By Lemma 5.^.7 we obtain [x,u] = o, which forces N(R) S Z(R). 
LEiMA 5.^.9 : In a r ing R with unity sa t i s fy ing C-^), 
the commutator ideal D(R) of R i s contained in the center 
Z(R) of R. 
PROOF : V/e not ice t ha t x = e^o and y = 62^ ^ + epp f a i l 
to sa t i s fy the hypothesis (1) in (GF(p))2 for a prime p and 
so by Lemma 5 .^ .6 , D(R) i s n i l . Hence by Lemma 5.^ .8 we 
a t once obtain D C R ) ^ Z ( R ) . 
In view of Lemma 5.^.5» the above r e s u l t leads us to the 
following r e s u l t : 
LEi-'iMA 5.^.10 : Let R be a ring sa t is fying {^) and 
k be any pos i t ive in teger . Then for any p a i r of elements x 
and y in R» 
[ x^ ,y ] - k x^^'-'-Lx.yj. 
8? 
PROOF OF TriS0RBi4 5.4.3 : Since ,VR i s isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of subdirect ly i r reduc ib le r ings Ra» each of 
which as a homomorphic image of R enjoys the property ( ) 
placed on R, so we may assume tha t R i s a subdirec t ly i r r edu-
c ib l e ring sa t i s fy ing ( ) . Let S be the hear t of R so tha t 
I f n o 1 then (1) becomes x[x,y3 » ix,y^]x, Now 
replacing x+1 for x t h i s implies t ha t [xty-y"*] = o for a l l 
xeR. Hence by Herstein, [56, Theorem 18] R i s commutative. 
Assume tha t n > 1. Consider the pos i t ive even in teger 
e = 2^*^- 2^. Tnen using ( 1 ) , we get 
ex [x ,y ] = 2"*^ [x^y"*] x" - 2x [2x,y] 
« [2x, y°3 (2x)° - 2x [2x, y] . 
Again using ( l ) t h i s yie lds ex[x,y] = o which on replacing 
X by x+1 forces e[x,yj = o and by Lemma 5.^ .10, we get 
[x*,y] » ex®" [x,y] => o for a l l yeR whence 
(4) x® e 2(R), for a l l xeR . 
Now replacing y by y° in (1) we obtain, 
h) X [x.y^] - [ x , ( yV ]5c " - o. 
While by Lemaa 5 .^ .9 and Lemma p»^.5, we have 
X ix.,y^] =» Lx^/ ' lx =. my°*-^  [x,y3 x 
and 
Lx.(y'^)"']x^ =m(y«^)^-^ [x.y"^] ^ 
=3 my y^ [ x , y ]7C\ 
Thus (5) gives my" '^^  (l-y^^^^^ )[x,y'°]x" - o. Whence by 
Leaiaa 5.4.6» we get my (l-y^"""^' ) [x,y®] = o. Continue 
t h i s process e-times to obtain 
(6) my"'-^ ( 1 - y ^ ^ ^ - l ) ^ [x.y"'] - o. 
Let N (R) be tne t o t a l i t y of a l l zoro d iv isors of R 
and ueN'(R). Then by (4) u®^"*"^^ e N' (R) 0 Z(R) and 
S u® "^^ -*-^  - (o) and hence by (6) mu'°"^ [Xpu'"] (i-u®^"-^> ) 
p 
I f mu"*-^  [x,u'°] * o, then (l-u®^'^^> )e N'(R) and so 
Sd-u®^"""*'^ ^ ) « o which gives a cont radic t ion t h a t S » Co). 
Hence mu"" [x.u""] « o. Now (1) and using Lemma 5,4.5 
repeatedly we obtain 
x^ Lx.u] - x[x,u"»] x° = [x.u'"^] x2" 
m u'°^'"-^^ [x,u'°] x2n 
61^  
m-1 (m-1) r n»n 2n 
m—l r n»T (m—1) 2n 
o m u [x ,u ] u^  ' X . 
This implies t h a t xr [x,u] « o. Hence Lemma 5•^.7 gives 
[x,uj o o and N ' ( R ) Q 2 ( R ) 
Now for any xeR, x® and x®°* e Z(R) and by (1) we have 
for any yeR, 
(x®- x^'^jxCx.y] a x®xLx,yJ - x®°*x[x,y] 
3 x [x , x®y] - [ x , (x^y)"*] x^a o 
(7) ( x - x®"'-®*^) x® [ x , y ] = o 
Now i f R i s not commutative then by [36, Theorem 18 ] , 
there ex i s t s an xeR such tha t x-x ^ I^CR), where t « em - e + 1. 
This a lso reveals x ^ Z(R). Thus ne i the r x nor x-x i s a zero 
d iv i so r and so (x-x ) x® $ N ' ( R ) « Hence (7) forces t ha t 
[x,y] 3 o for any yeR which implies tha t xeZ(R). The contra-
d ic t ion proves our theorem, 
5.5 : I f we drop the r e s t r i c t i o n of unity on the 
hypothesis of our , herem 5 . ^ . 3 , R may be badly non-commutative. 
Indeed^ 
SXAMPLS 5.5.1 : Let D^^ be the ring of k x k matrices 
over a d iv is ion ring D and A^^ » ^ ^ ^ i j ^ ^ \ / ® i 1 °° °* ^ ^ J} • 
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A^ i s necessar i ly non-coomiatative for any pos i t ive in teger 
k -> 2. However A, s a t i s f i e s [xy ~ y^y^,x\ = o for a l l pos i -
t i v e in tegers w,n. 
La t h i s sect ion we attempt to v/eaKen the hypothesis 
a b i t by assuaiing tha t R i s a r ing in which for any xeR, we 
have xeRx H xR. Tnis condition i s ce r t a in ly weaker than the 
condit ion tha t R contains uni ty. Such a ring i s ca l led 
' s - u n i t a l ring* and recently many authors [53,5^,83,98] 
studied these c lasses of r i ngs . With a view to making our 
work se l f contained as for as poss ible we introduce here 
some pre l iminar ies : A ring R i s ca l led l e f t (resp» r igh t ) 
s -un i ta l i f xeRx ( resp . xesdR) for every xeR, R i s ca l led 
s -un i ta l tha t i s xeRx 0 xR for any xeR, I t i s easy to note 
t h a t i f R i s s - u n i t a l , then for any f i n i t e subset F of R 
there ex i s t s an element e in R such tha t ex = xe a x for a l l 
xeF. Such an element e wi l l be ca l led a pseudo i den t i t y of 
F in R. 
Let P be a r ing-property. I f P i s inher i ted by every 
subring and every homomorphic image, P i s ca l led an h-
property. I f P i s inher i ted by every f i n i t e l y generated 
subring and every natural homomorphic image modulo the anni-
h i l a t o r of a cen t ra l element, P i s ca l led an H-property, A 
ring property P such t h a t a r ing has the property P i f and 
only i f a l l i t s f i n i t e l y generated subrings have the property 
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P, i s ca l led an F-property. The following r e s u l t i s proved 
in [5A]. 
ij;i*E4A 5.5.11 ! Let P be an H-property, and P* an F-
property. I f every ring with 1 having the property P has 
the property P ' , then every s -un i t a l r ing having P has P ' . 
The above le-iuna enables us to reduce some problems of 
s -un i t a l r ings in to those of ring with uni ty . We may observe 
t h a t tne property ( ^ ) of Theorem 5.^.5 i s an h-property and 
the property 'being cora.autative" i s an F-property, Now we 
prove, 
1,E£#1A 5.5.12 : Let' R be a l e f t s -un i t a l r ing sa t i s fy ing 
( ^ ) , then R i s s - u n i t a l . 
PROOF ! Let ueN(R). Therefore any xsR and t ^ 1 we 
have by ( 2 ) . x* [x.u] - [x,u°'''^] x"*. But s ince u i s n i l p o -
t e n t , u =• o for su f f i c ien t ly l a rge t and we get 
X [x,uj 3 o. Since R i s l e f t s -un i t a l we have u = eu for 
some eeR. But e [e ,uj » o wnich promptly give u » ue. Now 
for a rb i t r a ry xeR, tnere ex is t s e eR such tha t e x - x. 
Further for s<M»e e eR, e e « e and thus e x » x and 
(x-x e""-^ )^  « o i . e . x - x e-^ ^e N(R). Since e-^(x-x e"^ "^ ) -
11 11 11 1 
x-x e , we have x-x e » (x-x e ) e =» o which forces 
x - x e . Hence R i s s - u n i t a l . 
Further, i f R i s a l e f t s -un i t a l ring sa t i s fy ing ( ^ ) , 
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then by Lemma 5 o . l 2 R i s s - u n i t a l . Hence, in view of 
Lemma 5.5.11 R i s commutative provided with 1 sa t i s fy ing 
(-)i^) i s commutative and t h i s i s guaranteed by Theorem 5 . ^ . 3 . 
Thus we conclude as follows : 
THE0RSt4 5 .5 .4 : Let R be a l e f t s -un i t a l r ing such 
tha t there ex i s t in tegers m > 1, n :^  1 sa t i s fy ing the pro-
per ty [xy - y°*x",x] a o for each x,y In R, Then R i s 
commutative. 
5,6 : In his paper "The s t ruc tu re of a c e r t a in c l a s s 
of r ings" [39, Theorem 19j Herstein proved the following very 
s t r ik ing and beaut i ful theorem : I f i n a ring R, every 
element x s a t i s f i e s a r e l a t ion of the form x^p(x) - xeZ(R) 
where p(x) denotes a polynomial having ra t iona l in tegers as 
coef f ic ien ts wnich are functions of x, then R i s commutative." 
This r e s u l t can be regarded as a genera l iza t ion of the well 
Known theorem of Jacobson [53] and the c l a s s i c a l theorem of 
Wedderbum for f i n i t e d iv is ion r ings . Later i t was proved by 
Putcha and Yaqub [92] tha t i f for each x,yeR, there ex i s t s a 
polynomial p„ ih) t K Tt [\] with 2 as r ing of in tegers such 
*» y 
t ha t xy - p(xy)3Z(R), then R^Q Z(R). This motivates us to 
prove the following theoreoi: 
PHBORM 5.6.5 : Let R be a semi prime r ing with the 
property tha t 
(P) for each x,y e R, e i t h e r there ex i s t s 
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P^ »M e \^ 2 [\] for whica [xy - p(xy),x3 » o or tnere 
exists q(\) e \^ 2: [x] for which [xy - q(xy), y] » o, Tnen 
R is comrQUtaCive. 
In preparation for proving the above theorem, we 
consider the following lemmas : 
LSMMA 5.6.13 : A prime ring R satisfying the property 
(P) has no nonzero divisors of zero. 
PROOF : It is sufficient to show that R is a reduced 
ring. Suppose, on contrary that R contains an element t ^  o 
with t 3 o. Let x,y be arbitrary elements of R. Applying 
(P) to the elements tx and ty of R, we find that 
(1) (tx)^yt a o or tx(yt)^ = o. 
From either case we obtain 
U) (tx)2(yt)^ = o for all x,yeR. 
Case (i) : Recalling (1) if (tx)^yt » o. Then replacing 
y by y>z in (2), we get 
Ctx)^ytzt * (tx)^ztyt =« o for all x.ysR, 
80 that 
(tx)^ R tyt - o. 
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Now prlmeness of R yields 
(^ ) (tx) » o or tyt * o. 
Case (11) t If tx (yt)'' = o In (1). Then replacing x by 
x*z In (2) we see that 
(5) txt » o or (yt)^ a o. 
Since one of ( 4 ) , (5) must hold for each choice of x 
and y, taking x a y we have ( t x ) ' 3 o for a l l xeR so tha t 
tR I s a n i l r i gh t Ideal of bounded Index which gives a contra-
d ic t ion i f tR ih o LProposltlon 1 .3 .5 ] . Hence tR a o which 
y ie lds t a o as R i s prime. 
LSMI4A 5 .6 ,1 ; A prime ring R sa t i s fy ing (P) s a t i s f i e s 
the following property : 
(P ) For each x,yeR, there ex i s t s q„ „(\)eX Zf ih] 
^f y 
such tha t i:xy - qi:xy),y] » o. 
PROOF : Since R s a t i s f i e s (P) , R has no nonzero d i v i -
sors of zero. Note tha t in a ring with no proper zero d iv isors 
[w,3^] a o, o =» [w,xj and x # o iiaplies [w,y] « o. 
Let R sa t i s fy i xy - p(xy) , x] a o. Then, s ince 
[xy - p(xy) , xy] a o for a l l x,yeR and a l l p(\)eA iSr [\] we 
conclude tha t R must sa t i s fy [xy - P(.xy),y] a o. This together 
with second p o s s i b i l i t y of (P) y ie lds trie property (P^) . 
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LEMMA 5.6 .15 : I f R i s a prime r ing , then xeZ(R) 
i f f there ex i s t s a polynomial p(x) e \ ^ Zr [\] such tha t 
[w-p(w),xj a o for each weR. 
PROOF I See [23, Theorem l ] . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.6.5 : Since R i s a subdirect product 
of prime r ings , we may assume tha t R i s prime. For any 
o i» y e R, consider the sabring Ry, Naturally Ry s a t i s f i e s 
the property (P) and so by Lemma 5.6,l4!, Ry s a t i s f i e s the 
property (P ) . Thus for any weRy, tnere ex i s t s a polynomial 
q( \ ) e Kll \S\ such tha t [w-q(w), y*^ ] = o and by Lemma 5.6. i 5 
we see t ha t y e Z (Ry). Hence we have y :^ =• 3<y y for a l l 
x,yeR and since R i s free from proper zero d iv i sors (Lemma 
5 .6 ,11) , concell ing y shows tha t y^e Z(ii). Now i t i s v/ell-
known tha t a prime ring with the squara of every element 
cen t ra l must be commutative. This proves our theorem. 
REMARK 5.6 .1 : Since there ex i s t non-commutative 
r ings R with w" ^  Z(R), property (P) does not imply commuta-
t i v i t y in a rb i t r a ry r ings . However we should l i k e to point 
out the following genera l iza t ion of the above theorem which 
may possibly be True ; 
CONJECTURE : Let p ( \ ) , q ( \ ) e \ ^ Z: [^] and R be any 
r ing with 1 in which e i t he r [:^ - p(xy),x] • o or [xy - q(xy),y]»o 
Then R i s commutative. 
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